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Preface. 

A personal interest in the problem of increasing the 

efficiency of geometry teaching in the secondary schools led 

to a study of Real Problems Depending upon Principles of 

Geometry. The paper is more of a resume of a plan that was tried 

in the Mound City, Missouri High School, than any attempt to lay 

down a plan for others. If the following plan is taken up by 

other teachers it should be done only with the idea of using the 

plan in a suggestive way. Problem material and class possibilities 

will vary according to locality and time. The teacher must depend 

upon himself for interpretation of local conditions and 

source of problems, and not be content with the type problems 

given in the paper. 

I am indebted to Dr. L. D. Ames, Assistant Professor 

of Mathematics, University of Missouri for his courtesy in 
~. 

reviewing the manuscript, and to Dr. J. ~. Meriam, Professor 
s(A.,1 

ofASupervision, University of Missouri1who has been a source of 

inspiration and help to me in the preparation of the paper. 





Practical Problema Depending upon Principles or Geometry. 

Introduction. 

/. One of the recent questions in education deals with the 

ef~lciency of our secondary schools. The question is or vital im-

portance to all classes of educators~ but to no class is it more 

pertinent than to the High School teacher of Mathematics. Mathe

matics has held a decided place in the courses of study in the past 

because o~ the supposed value it gave in rormal discipline. A 

change in our conception of rormal discipline, together with other 

causes, has brought about the violent agitation of the question 

o~ how to present High School mathematics, the arrangement, the 

amount and the kind for each grade. Although the decade just 

drawing to a cloe6 has been marked by the publioation of improved 

texts, by the introduction o~ improved methods, by the interest 

that has been manifested by some of our best thinkers, and by the 

propagation of organizations for the study and discussion of all 

High School mathematics, the fact still remains that High School 

teaching of Mathematics has not reached satisfactory efficiency • 

. ' Geometry, probably better than any other subject in Mathemat-

1cs, w1ll help in reasoning, induction, correlation, apace intultionJ 

precise thought, accurate expression, observation, neatness and 
1 exactness. 

For two thousand years Geometry\ has assumed an almost 

crystallized rorm due partly to the belief that Mathematics is a 

perfect science and partly to the careful and thorough study of 

Euclid. Although Geometry in its early growth was developed ~rom 

1. Young, The Teaching o~ Mathematics. Page 259. 
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a practioal problem, arising out of the needs of the early 

Egyptians for a plan of measuring land, it was taken up by the 

Greeks, who loved to theorize and speculate. It was a fruitful 

field to them - one based entirely upon assumption with the liberty 

to discard any and all things that d1d not agree with the primary 

assumptions. They worked out a beautiful theory which was sys-

tematized by Euclid. With a very little deviation Euclid is the 

text used in English schools to-day, and with only a trifle greater 

deviation in American schools. 

The basis of any subject should be understood. In any 

study in Mathematics ,there is a need for exactness but probably no 

more eo than in Geometry. Geometry is founded upon a series of assuml 

tions, oalled definit~ons, axioms and postulates. These assumptions 

mean whatever the users decide upon. It is easy to see that these 

,assumptions might change fromyear to year! In the last few years 

many teachers and authors have tried to get away from the pure Eu

clidean idea and back to the fundamental beginnings of Geometry. 

Any Change is attended by much waste of time and varied 

discussion. While several texts have intended to make a change in 

their subject matter and method of presentation custom has held them 

closely to the old. Some of the thinkers along the lines of Math

ematics have attempted correlation with ph1BiCB~ astronomy and 

other subjects. Others have tried the heuristic3 plan, and others 

• 
1. Smith, The Teaching of Elementary Mathematics. Page 257. 

2. I1es, My Class in "Geometry, 

3. Hopkins, Plane Geometry. 
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the plan of induction; while others have advocated a Geometry that 

was more concrete, practical~ inventlona1 3and empirical~ 

The teachers of Mathematics, and those who have studied 

Mathematics an4 child psychology are convinced that a change is 

necessary and we find the more progressive teachers devoting a 

part of their time to trying to formulate a plan that will enable 

us to present Geometry in an empirical way at first and as the child 

grows more mature the logical reasoning. 

In order to do this it is necessary to understand the child, 

the subject matter and modern methods of instruction. 

, The first part of this thesis will be a discussion of 

the present day tendencies as shown by current texts and litera-

ture; the second part will be an outline of work done by pupils in 

the tenth grade in Geometry in the Mound City, Miesouri~High 

School, which will be the r~ ~ain part of the thesis; while the third 

part will be a discussion and criticism of the second part. 

.. , .. in a __ 

· 1. Sanders, Plane Geometry. Shutts, Plane Geometry. 

· 2. Harrison, Practical Plane and Solid Geometry. 

3. Spencer, Invention~l Geometry. 

· 4. Warren, Experimental and Theoretical Geometry. 

I Jflll 
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Chapter I. 

A brie~ exposition 

and criticism of pres

ent day thought and 

tendencies relative to 

Geometry as seen in 

texts and current lit

erature. 
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Exposition. 

ORIGIN Geometry was born of a practical need. The Egypt-

AND ians were a practical people. They were not interested 

DEFINITION. in Geometry for its own sake as the Greeks later were 

but because it would be an aid to a practical need. 

They needed Geometry to measure their land, plan their pyramids 

and other buildings. The word Geometry is taken from y 17, the 

earth, andJ'l (rf £'lY, ' to measure, and meant to the Egyptian what our 

word surveying means to us to-day. The early beginnings of Geometry 

then grew out of the concrete. If we believe in the culture epoCh 

theory it is worth while to remember the origin of geometrical 

science. As development of the individual omits the non-essentials 

that the race experienced it is well to carry a certain amount of 

the theoretical along with the practical, and to co-ordinate some 

of the practical with the theoretic~l. 

Most of our experiences are concrete arising out of the 

pra.ctical life of the individual. And since Ma.then'Atics is supposed 

to be an exact science, clear and lucid in its subject matter, it 

is necessary for us to define Geometry in specific, definite terms. 

We understand definitions and terms as they fit into our experiences. 

A definition should be a working tool; built up out of possible 

experiences or easily attainable experienoes of the student., In 

order to get a definition that is plausible or at least one that is 

generally accepted, the following are taken from current textsl 

1. • Geometry is the soience of space." 1 

• 
1. Phillips and Fisher, Elements of Plane and Solid Geometry. Page 1 
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2. "Geometry is a vector subject. Vector is the general term used 

for all directed quantities like displacements, velocities, forces, 

and similar things, which are compounded by or subjected to the 

law of parallelograms:" 

3. "Geometry is the science which treats of position, form and 

magnitude~· 

4. -Geometry is the science which treats of the properties of 

oontinuous magnitudes and space~· 

5. -Geometry is the science which treats of the properties, the 
4 oonstruction, and the measurement of geometrical figures." 

6. "Geometry treats of the properties, construction and measure

ment of geometrical figureB~· 

7. "Plane Geometry is that beanch of Mathematics in which are 

considered the properties of magnitudes lying o~ the same plane~" 

S. "Geometry is the soience which treats of the properties of 

geometrical magnitudeB~· 

9. "In ~eometry he is to study form~· 

10. "Geometry is the science which treats of the properties of space~ 

1. Harrison, Practical Plane and Solid Geometry. Pages viii and 124. 

2. Wentworth, Plane and Solid Geometry, Page 3. 

3. Durell, Plane and Solid Geom9try. Page 11. 

4. Sanders, Elements of Plane and Solid Geometry. Page 9. 

5. Wells, Plane and Solid Geometry. Page 7. 

6. Bush and Clarke, Elements of Geometry. Page 12. 

7. Schultze and Sevenoak, Plane and Solid Geometry. Page 2. 

8. Beman and Smith, Plane and Solid Geometry. Page 1. 

9. Halstead, Elements of Geometry. Page 8. 
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There are really two reasons ~or the study of Geome-

PURPOSE. try. The first or practical as readily seen in 
1 

physics or architecture, and the second the cultural. 

Observational Geometry should deal with material that 

will easily find a place in common things and yet 1nclude accurate 

geometric concepts. The constructing of neat and accurate figures 

has its value in forming correct habits o~ conduct. The exercise 

in logic as a means of mental training, as a disc1pline in the habite 

of neatness, order, diligence, and above all honesty, since 

Mathematics must be right or wrong is worth while. 
2 

Pedagogy must play its part in Geometry teaching. The 

student as well as the teacher must bear in mind the specific end 

and the means of reaching that end. The student 'should always 

understand why he selects a certain process. In material construc-

tion the boy is taught why he uses the try-square at one time and 

the T-square at another time. In constructing a house the student 

sees how the building goes up, and in the same manner he should see 

how he build up his Geometry. If he knows the purpose, he stands & 

better chance to be a discoverer. -The pupil must know from the 

beginning what is ajmed at, if he is to display and employ his 

whole strength in the effort of learning; and he will employ it 

provided he knows definitely what is to be reached. To lead him up 

unconsciously by question and task whose purpose he doee not clearly 

see, has the disadvantage that neither a free rising mental ~--

, 2 
activity nor a clear internally cODnected insight takes place." 

1. Smith, The Teaohing of Elementary Mathematics. Page 237. 

2. A. L. Baker, Purposive Geometry, Sch. Sc1. and Math. 1906, P.511 " , 
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This means that the student should see some reason for the assigned 

task. 

VALUE. 
A great deal has been said about the practical side of 

Mathematics but it has a cultural value as well. Lately 

there appeared a series of articles in School Science and Mathematics 

entitled "A CUltural Course in Mathem&tics~ in which graphic plot-

ting of school attendance, sensible representation of various 

activitles~ and various economic problems growing out of statistics 

were emphasized. This cultural training reaches its highest efficien

cy through the practical. 

Of the various branches of Mathematics, probably Geometry 

more than any other may be better used to develop the powers of 

observation and retention. All oonstruction work requires Geometry. 

This early work in drawing demands geometry, and Children naturally 

like to mak.& things. G. Stanley Hall has collected evidence to 

show that boys like to do constructive work and girls have the 

same tendency as is shown in their making of doll dresses. If this 
\ 

characteristic is present it is not only economic to make use of it 

but also to develop it, in our school wcrk. Although secondary 

education should stress the oultural side, this cultural development 

should bear a olose relation to the material. Although Mathematics 

has been considered a classio in cultural development probably its 

greatest fitness in doing so is shown in mak1ng it of praotical 
2 

-.value. Geometry teaching should be ~reed from the restriotion of 

college entrance requirement and put on a basis of utility. The 

existing deductive and demonstrational methods should be replaced 

1. T. M. Blakslee, Culture Course. Soh. Sci. and Math. 1906 P.133. 

-2. Pearson, Practical Application of Geometry, Nature. 1891. P. 273. 
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by the observational and inductive. The latter bringe out the indiv

idual initiative in the discovery of new truths something that 
. . 

each pupil may work at, 'while the first is pure logic and beyond 

many children. The one offers the incentive to usefulness and the 

other dulls because 'of its abstrus.eness. 

"The modern developm,ent of graphical and geometrical 

methods has placed a powerful instrument of ca.lculation and in

vestigation in the hands of those who have neither the time nor 

th~ opportunity to handle the abstruse tools of analytical mathe-
1 matics.-

Practical problems are continually coming up and have for a 

--basis the principles of elementary geometry. The engineer has to 

deal with the questions of force and motion, st~ength of materials, 

the architectUre of houses and bridges; he has to figure on exoava

tions, gradation and other engineering problems. The farmer, the 

carpenter, the mason and the other artisans are confronted with 

problems each in his own particular field. 

At the present there is a decided tendency to emphasize 

the practioal and the concrete; leading up from the known to the 

unknown. Geometry instead of being a form of pure logical reason

ing is a psychological arrangement of facts that have or may have 

presented themselves to the child. The arithmetical computations 

are not to be pretty puzzles but emphatic in their practicality. 

The graphical idea, or mechanical drawing is becoming more and 

more pronounced. Only a few years since Euclid was taught in 

1. Pearson, Nature, 1891, Page 273. 
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English sohools without ruler, compass or protraotor - to-day we 

never think of trying to teach geometry without ruler and compass, 

and by some the protractor is early used and squared paper by 

manyl 

In order to easily get the pupil to grasp the graphical idea, : 

we are falling away from the old idea of teaching mathematics in 

·water tight compartments," as brought about by the narrowness 

and limited knowledge of the teacher, and instead find theele-
principl~s2 

ment~ry as they may be presented in any mathematics. Myers in 
A 

his little book, -First Year Mathematios", has attempted this, 

and Bailey and Wood's book, -Cou~se in MathematiCS·, does the 

same for algebraic equations, analytics, conic sections, d1ffer-

ential and integral caloulus, and differential equations. This 

movement has in mind the presenting of material at the stage at 

which it meets the child's development. Subjects31n business and soci~ 

a1 life have a relation. School work in English is the same from one 

years work to ~other except as to gradation. In a large measure this 

is true of other High School subjects; why should there not be a 

relation between the mathematical subjects? In this arrangement 

the strictly philosophical could be left to more mature years. 

I.E. H. Moore, Foundation of Mathematics, Soh. Rev., 1903. P.521. 

2.Klein, WIn all domains of mathematios those parts are to be 

called e~ementary which can be understood by. a pupil of average 

'ability without long continued special study.- Quoted by E. H. 

Moore, Foundations of Mathematics, Sch. Rev. 1903. Page 521. 

3. Compare reference 2. 
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1 
Although for many years mathematicians have denounced 

our methods of teaching, it is only lately that the real practical 

problem has been given a place at all. A late definition for educatiq 
i 

is to make one useful and happy. Following this idea usefulness 

should be a factor in determ1ni~ what should be taught in geometry. 
i 

People outside of a subject are liable to consider Bome of the things' 

set forth in the subject as being foolish or unnecessary - or 

the results are not understood or useful to them. Work in pure 

mathematics should ofter something useful to the physicist, 

astronomer, or other profession, or to the artisan, other than 

mere principles from which to make deductions. This does not mean 

that a pursuit of pure knowledge may not have an educational value 

of its own, bUt in addition to the mental and emotional powers 

produced other things should follow. The principles of geometry 

supply the physic~Bt and engineer with their fundamentals. The 

study began because it was useful and continues because it is useful J 

and is valuable to the world because of the usefulness of its 

·.results. The pure mathematics must allow one to think along his 

own line. In this way one will get a mental training as well as 

mathematical knowledge. 

The following is an outline by John Perry20f England, ae 

to what the oourse of atudy in mathematics should do: 

1. Produce the higher emotions and mental pleasure, hitherto . 

negleoted in teaohing almost all boys, 

a. In brain development. 

b, In mere mathematical study. 

1. John Perry, Teaching of Mathematios, Educa. Rev. 1902. Page 158. 

2. Compare reference 1. 
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2. Aid in giving mathematical weapons in the study in 

physical science, hitherto neglected in teaching almost all boys. 

3.Aid in passing examinations. The only form not really 

neglected. The only form really recognized by teachers. 

4. Help in giving men mental tools as easy to use as their legs 

or arms; enabling them tc go on with their education throughout 

their lives, utilizing for this purpose all of their experiences. 

This is exactlp analogous with the powers to educate one's self 

for the fondness for reading. 

5. To teach the importance of thinking things out for himself 

and so delivering him from the yoke ofauthortty and convincing 

him whether he obeys or commands he is one of the highest beings. 

This is usually left to other than mathematical study. 

6. Make men in any profess1on of applied science feel that 

they know the principles on which it is founded and according to 

which it is being' developed. 

7. Aid in giving to acute philosophical minds a logical 

counsel of perfection altogether charming and satisfying, and 

so preventing their attempting to develop any philosophical subject 

from the purely abstract point of view because of the absurdity 

of such an attempthhas beenme obvious. 

The value1lies in doing and not in knowing. -A student's 

ability to prove a proposition is no assurance that he knows it. 

The test as to whether he knows it is whether he can do it~ft 

1. Clara Hart, Teaching of Geometry, Soh. Sci. and Math. 1905. P 649 

E. S. Loomis, Teaching of Mathematics in High School SChool 

Science and MaUhematlcs. 1900, Page 102. 

2. Osgood, quoted by Clara Hart in Of. Reference 1, Pages 649, 717. 
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A subject that is purely theoretical does bot give the student 

much chance for doing. If the teaching 1a thoroughly objective, 

the student's activity is called into action and developed • 

. One of the difficulties in mathematical teaching 1s the lack of 

.the knowledge of English. ' Lack in thorough training in English is 

·the reason that originals are so difficult. And ability to do 

originals is the true test of a stUdent's knowledge of geometric

al fundamentals. As1many originals should be done as time w1l1 per

mit. The originals to be chosen so that they have idea and 

common sense, and covering the field of the stUdent's experience. 

Mathematics has and ought to have humanity in it. If a student 

plots graphically, or constructs out of material the figures 

there is no doubt but that he and the teaCher both know when the 

student has a correct idea of the proposition. 

There also seems to be a tendency2at the present day to 

quit teaching geometry ae though every student was to become a 

teacher of geometry. The method of instruction is worth attention. 

1. B. F. Brown, Mathematics in Secondary Schools. Sch. Rev. 

1903. Page 292. 

A definition that in a measure covers the above paragraph is: 

"Geometry is the science of measure for the determination of 

relations of magnitudes either ideal or practical, and is therefo~e 

one of the best out of the many instruments that man has for over

coming his environment and becoming master ot it; through which pro~ 

cess he declares his individual personality, the ultimate object of 

human ef~ort.·a 
a. E.S.Loomis,Teaching ot Math. in H. S. SoA.Sc.and Math.'OO.P.102. 

2.John Perry, Teaching o~ Math. Educa. Rev. 1902. Page 158; 
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The man who teaches geometry must keep in mind hundreds of 

propositions, corollaries, and problems of which only a few are 

used in practical life. The man who does not teach needs to know 

a few propositions and to know them so well that he oan apply them 

at any time that the problem requiring these principles is 

presented. Therefore the student who expects to teach should do a 

greater amount of work, but not neoessarily different work, 

than the average student of geometry.· 

METHOD. 
According to magazine articles and discussions at 

mathematical organizations one is led to believe that 

there is a growing tendency to study the child. We wish to know 

more about his social experiences and his psychological nature. 

Due to this fact and to the desire to co-ordinate the work with the 

studentts present eqUipment, we have found men who were willing to 

spend much time in studying the child - in order to get his view

point. 

Put1the student to work as soon as possible with the 

ruler and dividers. Let him prove in the eady part of the work by 

cutting out paper and applying the superposition idea. In tbis 

way he oannot help but get the prinoiple and in a little while use 

his imagInation in the application. In the study of the area of 

the triangle use squared paper, also in trapezoids it is easy to 

see that the area is equal to one half of the sum of the bases 

by the altitude; and many other examples in mensuration. Why not 

make use of ratio and similar figures to connect geometry and 

trigonometry. This idea does not mean the theoretical is subser

vient to the practioal, but that the two go hand in hand. 

1.Tinsley, Individual Instruotlon in Math. N. E. A.1905. Page 466. 
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Work in construction prob~ems should be emphasized. Do not be 

content with solving only, but have the constructions carefully 

worked out on paper with ruler, compass, squared paper and pro

tractor. In construction work all figures unless meeting special 

conditions should be general as this gives breadth of view. At 

this point give plenty of numerical problema based upon the present 

day needs of the student and havint a real interest to him. 

Geometry is a new thing to the student ' and the concrete numerical 

problem will hold his interest until he gets a better knowledge 

of geometry. The High School age is the age at which the boy or girl 

likes to be doing something. First impressions should be made use of 

A real need of the problem being shown gives a strong incentive to 

work. The work should be grouped about types. We should always 

bear in mind that definitions, rules, axioms, and propositions are 

not ends but aids to an end as usually shown J but if we can show 

at the aame - time that Lhere is a real need for the problem, ao 

much more is gained. We are also to remember that a proposition 

or definition is merely some onets way of stating a result derived 

from observation or a course of reasoning. Though some of the 

suggestions seem contrary the teacher should not do with out a 

text. The text is an economical basis for assigned work. The mathe

matical collection of facts should be exemplified in the practical 

world. Model making, another ~m of paper folding, is worthy of 

consideration, if we actually construct instead of merely supposing. 

IJmeneurational geometry the balance can be ueed to an advantage 

if one is careful to use homogeneous material, or squared paper 

finds a uee in determining laws of area. Drawing to Bcale, a 

1. J. C. Packard, -Co-ordination of Mathematics and PhYSics, 

School Review 1903. Page 791. 
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practical problem that confronts the contractor and builder, 

measurement of inaccessible distances, a study or parallelogram or 
forces, inclined plane, or 1mages in a plane mirror together with t] 

elements of surveying are some of the features of the new g.ometry. 

In addition to paper folding the constructions actually used in 

the manual training department or the building or a house mean 

more, especially in solid geometry than all the drawlngsyou can 

make. Instead of computing by increasing the sides of an inscribed 

polygon use the vernier and deduce concrete problems rrom the 

laboratory apparatus concerning the area or a circle, volume of 

cylinder, and cone, as round in circular mils or the diameters or 

wires and the common base ball. A visit to a building to study ar

chitectural form not only adds an interest, but "develops a sense 

of the beautiful in geometrical construction and a lo~e for 

symmetry." This stirs up an interest and a love for the subject 
~. 

and destroys mechanical and routine work and instead gives us brain 

work. This widens the scope of geometry by taking it out of the 

field of pure deduction as some of the propositions can be assumed 

or algebraically treated. A slight reference to the historical 

development of parts of the field of geometry or to ~ incident 

concerning a proposition can only add a human interest. 

Some writerJ extending the plan based upon the definition , 

for an axiom would build up an indi~idual geometry~ This permits 

the child to draw from his own resources and a.rrange his own geom

etry. Following this plan many propositions, corollaries, 

postulates, and axioms ,would be accepted without question. 

Students who begin deductive geometry have had no experience 

with logical deductions as such. They have been in the habit of 

1.E.H.Moore, Foundations of Math. SChool Rev. 1903. Page 521. 
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convincing themselves by all the resources at their command, 

that certain statements are or are not valid. It is bewildering 

to them to prove a statement by means of certain other statements, 

and to be careful .not to let intuition enter into the proof in 

the slightest degree. Not only is the subject new but the activity 

1s new. The proof that right angles are equat is foolish to a 

student fourteen years old. The proofs in the beginning are not 

striotly deductive. If each child is permitted to draw upon his 

own experiences he will then have an opportunity to enrich his 

own field, and while his set of propositions might differ from his 

neighbor's the different "discussions arising would serve to make 

clearer the function of axioms in geometry"! Our field while limited 

by this idea for deduction, makes wider the field for observational~ 

invent ional, heuristic, and constructive geometry. This plan omits 

the thoroughly abstract and relegates the subject to the status 

of the beginner. Instead of attempting to define geometry, line, 

angle, and other terms give the student a chance to use his 

knowledge of these same principles. In the industrial world the natu

ral way to do a thing is not to explain the implement and its method 

of operation but to put the implement to use and learn by using. 

In a measure3the mathematical teacher of to-day is an ex

perimenter, his class rOOE his laboratory, and the new methods his 

apparatus. In a measure this permits the work to be individual. 

1. Phillips and Fisher, Elements of Pl. and Sol. Geom. Page 9. 

2. Using each child's experience. 

'3. Jones, Mathematical Conference, I. B. A. 1905. Page 466. 
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A few schools have tried correlation with success but a greater 

number seemed to have railed in the plan. Co-ordination has a place 

if rightly presented. The work in crystallography, optics and botany 

have elements in common with elementary geometry. Astronomy haa 

principles that are found in solid geometry. The work can be made 

real and a human interest aroused with problems from mechanical 

drawing, domestic science and architecture. Several of the texts 

Beem to realize that there should be a correlation between 

geometrical and physical solids by an attempt to make the figures 

in solid geometry more attractive to the eye and more real, by 

using color, making them more easily interpreted. When we come to a 

problem, as the construction or a triangle when the three sides 

are given, why not use the problem of the engineer of bracing 

ae used by bridge buil~ers? 

Mathematics is in a large measure a subject calling for rare ; 
2 imagination and observation. Uany mathematical concepts are the 

direct product of observation. Mathematics differ from the other 

subjects in that scientific deductions can be made with certainty 

from observation~,which are not always possible in other subjects 
I 

particularly in physics and astronomy. Since observations in mathema~ 

iC8 can be verified it is a good subject for observation. ~y fol

lowing the plan of observation one can exclUde all that is not im

mediately useful to the execution of the ends the child had in view. 

It will be easier for the student to make his own fundamental 

principles growing out of his experiences, than to learn them 

from a text book. 

------------------------------~-- .----------------------------------
1. Bradley Polytechnic and Lincoln, Nebraska High School. 

2. W. E. Story, Unifioation of Mathematics in Curriculum 

Sohool Review 1903. Page 632. 
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By making the applications deal with familiar objects 

in which the student is interested he readily gets the desirable 

concepts, because concepts of variation in intensity of sunshine, 

temperature, rainfall, the area of a field, and the yield per acre 

are thing., that appeal to the student's viewpoint. It is a true 

education that gets a man to work in an interesting way to him, 

and the only way to do so 1s to vitalize his task by relating it 

to some form of reality. The test of this plan as it may well be of 

any other is, does it bring out the ~11 working power of every 

student. 

Mr. Chase1in his article in School Science and Mathematics 

presents rather a condensed view of some of the present day think

ers. Be would not follow *hat seems to be the idea of most of the 

text book writers on geometry. Instead of learning a series of def

initions he would merely assume that they were known. Assume 

that a student knows a straight line, or circle, and let him draw 

lines to a straight edge and circles with dividers. Drawing a line 

through the centre is the diameter, while another perpendicular to 

the diameter at the center is the radius. Questions that arise as 

to how many a.rcs or angles are formed, and as/ now to they compare 

in size. After testing with compass, cut out and compare by 

superposition. From this one can lead to degrees, right angles, 

. radii, adjacent angles, vertical and bisected angles. By drawing 

concentric circles the students easily see that the sides of any 

angle have nothing to do with its size. By drawing figures with 

ruler and compass, and then using the idea of paper folding, such 

propositions as the sum of two · adjacent angles, having their ex

terior sides in the same straight line is a straight angle, the 
. :-," \ 

~)! "; 

1.Chase, How Geom. Should be Learned. Sch. Sci. and Math. '08. P'399 •. 
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the angular magnitude about a point on one side of a straight 

line is equal to two right angles, or by drawing a triangle and 

measuring the angular magnitude of the angles of the triangle, 

and the angular magnitude about a point on the same side of a 

straight line,the sum of the angles of a triangle is two right 

angles, are easily deduced, and easily fol10wed.By following this 

plan most propositions will not be presented until there is a need 

evident then it is easy to fit the proposition and construction into 

the stUdent's experience. 

After1an axiom is learned it should be used in the further 

work. A prinoiple learned to lay aside is not worth 1earnins. The 

theorem should be so well learned and understood as to be 

recognized in different relations, as the right ~gle is a right 

angle not only in the text but also the corner of the book, the 

carpenter's square and other places. Such a proposition as n Two 

triangles are equal if two sides and the included angle of the 

one are equal respectively to two sides and the included angle of 
2 

the other.", means more to the live boy who sees in it a possibili-

ty of ~easuring inaccessible objects or' distances between points 

not accessible or that oannot be measured on a straight line. 

This not only adds an interest but also does away with technicali

ties. He is also putting into practice the tool that he has acquired. 

The aim ceases to be how best prepare the boy for college but 

how best help him to realize upon present investments. This pre

vents our submitting rigorous geometry to immature inexperienced 

minds. 

~l.G. C. Shutts, Hints on Teaching Geometry. Sch. Soi. and Math. 

1907, Page 107. 

2. Wentworth, Plane and Solid Geometry. Page 35. 
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In addition to a closer study of the child hie equipment 
I 

should be · exbended. For a class just entering geometry a 

small equipment of ruler, compass, scissors, protractor, parallel 

ruler, squared paper, drawing board, and a T-equare as well as the 

text will be very advantageous. In addition to wooden prisms, 

pyramida, cylinders and cones, pasteboard for construction and sand 

for testing capacity, a set of drawing instruments, a draught man 

compound curve and similar objects should be placed in the student's 

reach. 

--------------------------- - _.--'. --_._. __ . --
1. J. C. Packard', Co-ordination of' Mathematics and Physics. 

School Review 1903. Page 798. 
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Criticism. 

D8FINITION. The definitions of the subject or science given 

above are in most cases not clear, are abstract 

and in several cases wrong, or eo badly overlap other subjects 

as to he actually confusing to the student. For example c~ we 

agree that it is a science according to the definition commonly 

accepted? For most purposes it is a science but in some respects 

also an art. The axiom of para.lle1s is wrong" according to the 

current definition of axioms. If we would permit maxina and minima, 

limits, and incommensurables, the definiteness or exactness of 

some elementary problems might be questioned as in the metricity 

of the diagonal of the unit square. 

Again do the definitions as given by the texts cited 

earlier give a menta.l picture? Most psychologists think that we 

should work from the concrete to the abstract. Do these definitions 

:furnish a good start? Is the question of' the attitude of the st.udent 

permitted here' An axiom is often defined as a self evident truth 

or a straight line as being the shortest path between two polnts. 2 

This mixing of terms is often more confusing than the redundancy 

in definitions. It is only necessary to take a few of these 

definitions in the texts and then notice Bome of the things called 

for in "introductions" and tendencies as shown by the late discuss

ions and writings, to illustrate the point in question. 

In Phillips and Fisher's Elements of Geometry the only 

definition for space attempted gives but a single property of' 

space, extension. Halstead in Elements of Geometry defines a 

------------_ .......... '.,._ .•.•.. _._-.... , ...... _._,------------------------
1. B. F. Brown, Math. In Seo. Schools. Sch. Rev. 1902 Page 292. 

2. Phillips and Fisher, Elements of Geometry. Page 4. 
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straight line as "a line that pierces space evenly, eo that a 

piece of space from along one side of it will fit any side of 

any other portion." He also defines a magnitude as being" anything 

whioh can be added to itself so as to be double." One can readily 

Bee that the mathematici&Ds themselves are uncertain in their 

own mind as how to define certain terms. Phillips and Fisher 

define a oircle as being "a plane figure bounded by a line all 

pOints of whioh are equally distant from a point from within 

called the center." Halstead defines a cirole: "If a sect1turns 

about one of its end points, the other end point desoribes a 

ourve which is called a cirole." He also defines an arc as being 

a part of a cirole while Wentworth and most all other writers 

of elementary geometries define an aro as being a part of the 

circumference. DOdge2gives the same definition to the circle 

as Halstead. A serious trouble oonfronts us when we go to find the 

area of the circle, especially when we remember that Mr. Halstead 

be~ves in suoh rigorous proofs from the beginning as he has 

often said in his various discussions. A more extended study will 

show other striking definitions, some of whioh will be taken 

up later. 

To define elementary geometry as treating of lines and sur

faces or by similar statements is not olear as some of our work in 

drawing is the same, and the High Sohool student in Chemistry 

has found that a study of crystallography is nothing more than 

a study of lines, angles and surfaces. A. L. Bake~ says to define 

1. Segment of a line. 

2. Dodse, Elements of Geography, Page 4. 

3. A.L.Baker, Purposive Geometry, Soh. Soi. and Math. 1906. P. 511. 
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"Geometry as the science or space simply sturrs with words and 

deludes him1into thinking he has learned something." The space 

concept is beyond the ready realization or most students of the 

tenth and eleventh grades. To derine space in the eleventh grade 

in the course in physics is so difricult that most books and teachers 

do not attempt a definition. Starting then with an abstract indef

initeness cannot lead the student anywhere; if he is driven he 

goes blindly and is much confused. 

The principal objection to the definition of what is 

geometry is that it disobeys the subject mathematics, which 

calls ror definitions in clear definite terms. In Beman and 

Smith's New Plane and Solid Geometry how is one to distinguish 

between geometry and drawing or painting, or art ·when the authors 

say that Geometry is the study of rorm. In the study of arChaeology 

one is ever a.ware that f'oryr is an empha.tic principle to be ever 

kept evident. And then again geometry does not stress form as this 

definition would indicate, instead it is a. secondary object, as a. 

careful ~tudy of the text will reveal. A reotangle, a triangle or 

any other figure may have a hundred different forms as to length, 

breadth or position and still meet the primary conditions laid 

down for definitions. The student never pays any attention as to 

whether a triangle is narrow, broad, short, high or low. Instead 

we note whether the triangle or rectangle meets certain require

ments as whether the triangle is right, isosceles or scalene and 

the length, breadth and the right angle of the rectangle. Not a 

single geometry makes use of the elementary prinCiple of similarity 

of right triangles as early used in trigonometry. Whethe~ it is 

1. The child. 
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necessary to make use of t~is principle in geometry or not is not 

the question at this point, but i~ geometry is a study of form 

why ~hould not this elementary prinoiple receive at least passing 

notice by one or more writers on geometry? 

Again the definition "Geometry is the science of space", 

unless you modify the generally aocepted meaning of spaoe, means 

nothing. Our study of elementary geometry deals generally with 

metrioal elements, as the non-metrioal usually belongs to projective 

geometry, a subject found in the college curriculum. And again the 

scienoe of spaoe is treated in a manner in physics, astronomy, non-

Euclidean geometry and other subjects. The fifth definition 

"Science which treats of the properties, the oonstruction and meas

urement of geometrical figures," is not olear as " the word 

"geometrical" bears with it no meaning to the ordinary student. 

Possibly the most serious objection to · the definitions as a 

whole is their generality. Each definition grasps at the whole thing. 

While it is true that the chils gets the ooncept -house" ~afere 

the percept "door", "window", "wall", or "other parts", the 
'. 

oonoept "house" is a principle that he is most familiar with 

from the standpOint both ot sight and J;1Ilaes~E-_et"~o sensations, 

while geometry as usually presented comes to him at the best in 

a vague way, and entirely outside of his experienoes. He is liven 

the abstract, 10g1cal reasoning of the mature Greek philosophers 

at the age when he is immature and oonorete. 

The eighhh definition, "Geometry is the science which treats 

of the properties of geometrioal magnitudes," is hard for the 

young boy or girl to find consistent with the teacher's statement 

that a pOint has no size, a line nothing but length, and a surface, 

no thiokness. 
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Definitions of the subject matter are BO more confusing 

than the definitions and statements concerning other parts of 

the elementary books in geometry. The order of development of 

the thought is not oonsistent, with the subject matter, and 

demonstrational, constructive, and mensurational geometry are 

mixed together in a oonfused mass. 

Geometry is truly logical hence hard for the student. ~o 

make it meet the student's needs it must be made concrete and 

real in a measure. In order to make it real it is not advisable 

to vary from the truth as -an axiom is a truth assumed as evident. 

or -an axiom 1s a statement admitted to be true without proOf~, 

when an axiom is an assumption and may be proved or not approved 

aocording to whatever you have in mind. Most of the axioms 

if true in Euolid are false in non-Euclidean geometr~r some other 

field of mathematios. A t~ing that may be self evident to one 

person may be far from self evident to another. To the arithmetical 
1 

. ~.:- stUdent 1 t 1s evident that one is th10nly number that cubed will I 
give one, but not eo to the algebraic student who is acquainted With l 

1 

the equation x3_ 1 = o. 
In Mr. Warren'; geometry, he states emphatically that 

PURPOSE. 
the pupil is led to draw for himself oonclusions which 

afterwards form the subject of the propositions. This plan if follow

ed probably would be very valuable, but in no place does he leave 

a problem' without stating the conclusion conclusively. 

1. Phillips and Fisher, Elements of Geometry. Pages 1 and 4. 

2. Wentworth, Plane and Solid Geometry. Page 4. 

3. Warren, Experimental and Theoretical Geometry. 
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He does, however, treat in a good manner possibilities in the 

use of the compass and squared paper, with other helps. 

Bush and Clarke1leave nothing for the student in the 

interpretation of the problem. The work states that it hopes to 

arouse interest, inspire confidence, and develop ability to 

discover hidden truths, and then proceeds to make olear all the 

facts, to such an extent that the reasoning is ~ost 1n the 

memorizing. 

In one of the geometries used largely in Missouri schools 

a straight line is defined as -the shortest path between two 

pointe": Smith ably points out that wline is not distance. W 

It is also evident from higher mathematics that the line is not 

necessarily the shortest. The concept line is elementary and the 

definition might be easily omlttedt 

VALUE. 
A tour years course in mathematics where the elements 

are introduced ear ly would be worth while, because some 

parts of geometry and trigonometry are more elementary than 

portions of algebra, and then the student has an opportunity to use 

these elements in the more abstract work in algebra. Then too, the 

large per cent of boys and girls who never take the advanced work 

1. Bush and Clarke, The Elements of Geometry. 

2. Phillips and Fisher, Elements of Geometry. Page 4. 

3. Smith, The Teaching of Elementary Mathematics. Page 258. 

4. Pascal: 
a. Do not attempt to define any terms so well known in 

themselves that you have no clearer terms by which to explain them. 

b. Admit no terms which are obscure or doubtful, without 

definition. 

0, Employ 1n definitions only terms which are perfectly 

well known, or which have already been explained. 
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in the High School mathematics would have an opportunity of 

knowing the elements of the more advanced work. If this plan were 

followed mathematics would probably not be in such disrepute 

among the electives. 

The paper folding, drawing to a scale, use of squared 

paper have psychologioal advantage as it gives a student an 

opportunity to use the hands as well as the eye and the ear. 

The very fact that he can work these prIncIples out with material 

things increases the interest and reveals to the student a 

beauty in the real usefulness. It is possible to go to the extreme 

in this kind of work the same as in any other kind of work. 

Co-ordination should not be suoh that the work is on the 

plane of the work in the kindergarten or such as · that it is 

confused with the work in drawing. One may become so interested in 

the mechanical as to lose sight of the theoretical. Again there 

is a possibIlity that the geometry class may become a physics class. 

It was suggested that students, in a large measure, make their own 

assumptions, which we can agree with provided of course that we 

do not "permit this plan to waste time and allow the child to go 

astray. If the work is too much on the individual plan we lose the 

incentive to interest that a class recitation may give, and pre

vent the student from learning from his fellow studemt. 

HalsteaJ would have us believe that all geometry Should 
METHOD. 

be very rigorous in proof, and not to spend too much time 

on the concrete except as will be readily seen to have a bearing 

upon the work in hand. He recites from Sophua Lie, "Geometry shall 

in its different stages so far as possible be established purely 

geometrically,- . or Veronese's - ~he best method suited to teaching 

1. G. B. Halstead, Teach1ng of Geometry. EdUca. Rev. 1902 P. 456. 
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geometry is the geometric method since it flows from the 

constitutive process of intuition of space." Halstead himself 

says, "The student is most likely to become a sound geometer who 

is not introduced to the notion of numerical measures until he has 

learned that geometry can be developed independently of it alto

gether." This notion is subtle and highly artificial from a 

purely geometrical point of view and its rigorous treatment is dif

ficult. 

As an argument to this it might be said we are not trying 

to make teac~ers or geometers out of our students, but men and wo

men who are to take part in a varied life in the world. Itlia both 

psychologically and logically impossible to bring a child up on 

such rigorous work as is suggested by Mr. Halstead. If we make the 

work as rigorous as Mr. Halstead would have us to we might make in 

a life time one mathematician, Fine as he did, but never reach the 

masses. 

Improvement will have to come along with a more rational 

formulation and rigorous sequence and by those who look at it 

from the standpoint of common sense or ordinary experience. It 

will have to be presented in a way that calls for the experience 

and the intelligence of the student and thus help to make his 

mathematics more vital to him. The teaching of mathematics must have 

enough of the useful that can be readily applied to the plans of 

every day life to make it worth while or it cannot hope to meet 

with the highest success. 

1. J. Dewey, Psychology and Logic in Teaching Geometry, 

Educational Review 1903. Page 387. 
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MEANS. 
"In the discussion of the teaching of geometry the 

belief has been emphasized that geometry should be 

taught not as a collection of settled facts to be learned, even 

though the facts of geometry that are taken up in a first course 

have in the main been settled for thousands of years, but as a set 

of phenomena to be investigated scientifically. Geometry is a 

living and growing science; if it is taught so th at the pupil 

himself makes some discoveries he must ask questions, he must 

~rut~~ the various possibilities of the topic. Questions may 

be raised that are too difficult for an elementary course or 

that open the door for some little account by the teacher of work 

in geometry, ancient and modern, beyond the scope of the course. 

The pupil will then come to the end of the course in geometry 

with possibilities of study still unexhausted, perhaps with some 

problems still unsolved, and with hearsay knowledge of important 

lines of geometrio study different from those he has followed. He 

will not regard geometry as a cast iron subject whose sum total 

is recorded in the book he has st~died, but as a large and growing 

field of which he is a part; and he should look forward .~th 

pleasure to obtaining a deeper and more critical insight into the 

part he has already studied, as well as to extend his knowledge 

to ~oher parts of sUb3ects~" 

The problem that teacher and text-book needs to solve 

is to teach the student to have his senses alert for possible 

problems, whose field embraces the principles of geometry. 

1. J. W. A. Young, The Teaching of Mathematics, Page 287. 
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If the student is brought to see that there is a relation between 

many every day problems and the principles or geometry, he has 

secured an effectiWe tool for future leverage, and at the same 

time felt a vital interest in his surroundings, and in his 

assigned lessons. He sees the need of knowing the principles ~d 

realizes the possibility of correctly interpreting many common 

place problems. Thus will education tend to help one to understand 

his environment. 
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Chapter II. 

A series of type problems 

presented to a class in 

Geometry in the Mound City, 

Missouri High School 

during the year 1909-1910. 
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To build a fence parallel to the wal k in front of' the 
F 

school building. 

~C~ ________ 4-M _________________________________ D 

b 

A -r- I 

Given the walk AB. 

To oonstruct the fence CD parallel to the walk. 

Place the straight edge of the protractor along the straight edge of' 

the walk, and mark on the walk the centre of the edge of the pro

tractor, also t~ake the middle point on the curved side of the 

protractor, that is the point at the 90 degree angle. Stretch a 

fine wire EF tight across the two points ~ and b. EF is perpen

dicular to AB. When one straight line meets another straight line 

so that the two angles formed are equal, each is a right angle, 

and the line is perpendicular to the given line! Choose the point 

M in the same manner at the distance from the walk at which the 

fence is to be built and the line CD is constructed perpendicular 

to the line EF at point M in the same manner as EF was constructed 

perpendicular to AB.Since CD is perpendicular to EF it is parallel 

to AB. Two straight lines perpendicular to a third straight line 

are parallel~ 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, page 11, Seo. 63. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 24, Prop. X. 

This problem was presented by the teacher as were several others 

in the beginning of' the course. 
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Problem: 

To build a fence parallel to the walk in front of the school 

bu:Uding. 

'---------. N 

G .D -, 
Use a straight wooden triangles, called a set 

square. The triangles have their respective angles equal. Let AB 

represent the set square. Place AB as a transversal on the walk 

CD so that the lower edge of the upper triangle 1s exactly above 

the edge of the walk. Then along the lower edge of· the lower 

triangle draw the straight line MN. MN is the line desired. Two 

straight lines in a plane are parallel, if no matter how the trans-

1 versal is placed that the exterior-interior angles are equal. There-

f'ore MN is parallel to the fence AB. If two straight lines in a 

plane are cut by a transversal, and the exterior-interior angles 
2 are equal, the straight lines are parallel. 

other proofs were submitted. 

I.Bush and Clarke, The Elements of Geometry, ~age 23. 

2.Wentworth, Plane Geometry,Page 28, Prop.XV. 
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Problem: 

To saw off a post so that the edges of the post are 

perpenaicular to the plane of the top. 

To draw a line RS on 
-~rolln cL_ 

w:..-----It'ace AB, and ST on the surface DT as a 

guide for the eaw. 

·At p01nt -R on AE, with protraotor erect perpendicular RS! 'Since RS 

is perpendicular to AE it is also perpe~dioular ~o~S. A straight 

line perpendioular to one of two parallel lines is perpendioular 
2 

to the other. At point S in DS erect perpendicular to DS in the plan 

DT. If desired oontinue the process about the post. Then the plane 

RST is perpendioular to the edges and it sawed through the plane 

RST,the -top of the post will be level with the ground, or the 

plane o't ... the top perpendicular to the edges of the post. 

1. Wentwor't h. PlaR8 GfJemetrr. Page 25, Prop. XI. 

2. WentwoJJtb, Pla.ne Geometr1, page 11, Sec. 64. 

Thi, pr~~18m was suggested by Dr. Mariam. 
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Problem: 

To find a north south line. 

Set a vertical post. From ten in the morning until two in the 

evening take readings every ~i~teen minutes. The readings are the 

lenghts o~ the shadows. At night determine a not.th south line 

through the foot of your perpendicular poet by means of the North 

'Star. Verify this line with a compass. Then with a protractor 

draw an east west line. Verify this wi th a compass .• 

Table of readings. 

Hour Lenght of shadow. 

10:00 68 cm. 

10:15 64 

10:30 60 

10:45 57 

11:00 54 

11:15 51 

11:30 48 

11:45 46 

12:00 45 

12:15 43 

12:30 42 

12:45 44 

1:00 48 

1:15 52 





1:30 

1:45 

2:00 

40 

53'.5 

57 

61 

The shadows were not the same length. Did the shortest line or shad-

ow coincide with the line determined by the North star? The 

shadow on the north south line Is the shortest shadow. The 

perpendicular is the shortest line that can be drawn from an 

external point to a straight llne~ Considering the rays o~ light 

as lines recall that of two unequal lines drawn from a point in 

a perpendicular the greater cuts ' off the greater distance from the 
2 

fo ot of the perpendicular. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry. Page 21, Prop. VII. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometr v. Page 23, Seo. 102. 

Problem suggested by the Principal o~ the High School. Taken 

from work in Physical Geography_ 
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To find the latitude of Mound City, Missouri. 

Date of experiment September 2141, 1905·. 

/ 

On the 21- of September set a vertical stake in the ground, so 

as to use the north south determined in the preceeding problem. 

,Use the north south line for our reading. Readings taken every 

fifteen minutes from nine thirty in the morning until two thirty 

in the evening. To take a reading a oen~imeter ruler was laid on the 

ground along the shadow, and from the end of the shadow to the top 

of the perpendicular 'stake draw a fine wire. With.a protractor meas~ 

ure the angle whioh the wire makes with the ground, that is its 

projeetionlupon the plane of the ground. From the drawing the 

angle tormed is readily seen to be the complement of the angle2 

that measures the latitude. 

Table of readings. 

Hour Angle. 

9:30 35 degrees. 

9:45 38 

10:00 39 

10:15 4r 

10:30 42 

10:45 43 

11:00 44 





11:15 

11:30 

11:45 

12:00 

12:15 

12:30 

12:45 

1:00 

1:15 

1:30 

1:45 

2:00 

2:15 

2:30 

42 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

48 

47 

46 

45 

44-

42 

40 

37 

At twelve thirty o'clock by the watCh, which was noon 

by sun time we found the angle to be 50 degrees~ which made the 

latitude reading 40 degrees. 'The correct latitude of Mound City, 

lIissouri -- is about 40 degrees and 10 minutes, the error due to 

inaocuraoies in the instruments used and in the manipulation 

of the .pparatus. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geome try, Page 162, Sec. 374. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 13, Sec. 76. 

3. Wentworth"lane Geometry, Page 26, Prop. XII. 

Problem taken from work in Physioal Geography class. 
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Problem: 

To find the latitude of Mound City by observing the 

North Star. Prove that the latitude of the observer is measured by 

the altitude, angular disttnce above the horizon. For practical 

problems the direction of he North Star from the observer is 

considered parallel to the axis of the earth. 
S I.}OO 

1 
EF bisects chO~so arc OFfi. 

Angle Z equals the angle y~ 

Angle Z is measured by one half arc OFN30r by arc OF. 

Angle W is measured by a.rc OF~ 

Therefore angle W = angle Z, = the 
' 5 

angle Y, the latitude of 

Mound City, Missouri. By using the protractor the angle Y is 

found to -·be 40 degrees. 

o = observer, S = North Star, MO = tangent to surface. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 82, Prop. V. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Pa.ge 18, Prop. IV. 

3. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 105, Prop. XIX. 

4. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 102, Art. 268. 

5. Wentworth, Pla.ne Geometry, Page S, Art. 34, Ax. 1. 

Problem furnished by the teacher. 
~~ 
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Problem: 

To measure the length of a po~d west of the school 

building. 

Given a pond AB. 

To find the length of the pond AB. 

From an accessible point C mea.sure line CB and line CA, a.nd with 

the protractor the angle ACB.- Line CB is 270 feet, line CA ,400 feet 
r-

and angle ACB 45 degrees. Construct a triangle to Bcale, using one 
. , 

mm. for one f~ot. Draw line AC 27.0 mm. long and at point C construct 

an angle equal to angle ACB~ 45 degrees, and draw line CB 40Dmn1. 

connect points A and B. Measure the line AB, which is 2~O mm. 

long a.nd yO? ~ :ave the length of the pond as 290 tee~. Two triangles 

are equal if two sides and the included angle of the one are equal 

to the two aides and the included 1a.ngle of the other~ The triangle 

reduoed to scale that represents the lines measured on the earth's 

surfaoe and your drawing are equal triangles. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page ll6, Prop. XXVI. This prop

osition may be used later. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 35, Prop. XXI. 

Problem found by a student. 
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Problem: 

To measure the width 

I 

, 
j 
I 
I 

~' l(p 
I , 
I 

from the sidewalk . 

Gi ven the sidewalk AB and a tree e, on the oppoai te 8i _' e of the 

street. To find the width of the street. 
! 

Measure along the walk A~ a distance o~ 60 feet and at the pOin~ 
i 

A and B at the extremities of the line AB measure the angles the 

walk makes with a line dra~ from the point A to the tree e and 

also the line Be with the walk AB. Use the protractor to find the 

angles. The angle at A is 56.5 degrees and at B 68 degrees. On a 

sheet of paper layoff a line AB 60 mm. long and at the extremities 
~ <1' -

construc~ the q&ngles respectively 56.5 and 68 degrees. Measure the 

perpendicular distance from the point e where the lines met. This 

line is 58.6 Mm. Therefore the width of the street is 58.6 feet. 

Actual distance measured with a metre stick is 58.8 feet. The 

difference between the measured distance and the computed distance 

is accounted for by the uneveneS8 of the surface of the. walk and in 

the inaccuracies in the use of the instruments. Similar triangles · 

may be ueed later in the course on the same problem. 

Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 34, Prop. XX. 

Problem found by student. 
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Problem: 

~, To rind the height of the school building. 

, 
EB I , 

"fIr EB ! I 

.B I 
.3t/-P I I 

I / / D Given: the school building AD. ! 0 " 

l,3tY" / 3\0 
-B~ ./ 

To find the height of the school building AD. 

Measure on the ground along a straight line BD a distance of38 

feet. At B find with the protractor the angle that the line AB, 

a line drawn from the point B to the top of the building, makes 

with' its pro3ection upon the plain of the ground, "the line BD. 

The 8ngle ABD is 34 degrees. Draw a triangle to scale. The dis

tanoe AD is found to be 27 feet. Therefore the building is 27 

1 
feet high. 

~ To find the height of the tree at the southeast corner of the 
2 

yard. 
. 2 

~ To find the height of the standpipe. 
2 

~ To find the height of the flag pole. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 34, Seo. 142, Cor. 3. 

2. see problem!, supra. 

Problems suggested by various students. 
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Problem: 

To find the height of the ash in the w 

/ 

, ' \ I;' 

Given: 

To find the height of the tree Be. 

\ 
\. 

/ 

' 78 

1 

\ 

Measure the line AD· that ie one, segment of the line that extends 

~rom D on the line DC. The points A and D being any two points that 

may be on any line that Ilasses through the foot of the tree. At 

A and D measure angles 1 and 2 with protractor. Then angle 3 is 

known. AD is 36 feet, and angles 1 and 2 equal respectively 40 

and 30 degrees. Then angle 3 1s 140 degree8~ Construct a triangle 

to scale using 1 mm. for 1 foot. On a straight line take AD 36 mm. 

long and at A construct angle equal to 30 degrees and at D construc1 

angle equal to 140 degreee. Extend thesidee of these angles until 

thay meet ina point, and from that point draw a perpendicular2 

to the straight line AD extended. This perpendicular is 78 mm~ 

Therefore the tree is 78 feet high. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 13, Sec. 77. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 11, Sec. 64. 

3. wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 34, Prop_ XX. 
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Problem: 
/ 

To rind the height or a tree, knowing how far it is from 
.8 , 

the building wi thout leaving the building. . \ /~ ( I \. \ ,./ ! 
\ r \ \ ' '/ ',( ,, ' 

).\ \ \ , / / 

~~\ \ ~ / 1/ 
,, \ \:\ I 

'" I ~--.....,,;;...---~~ ij: 
,,'\ I 

I i ~3.~ 
! ,: 
I i( 

3 G-rOlL nd. 

Given: a tree at a distance or 34 reet rrom the builiing. 

To rind the height of the tree. 

From an upstairs window of the school bullding rind with the pro

tractor the angles EAB and CAE. Lay ofr on paper a straight line 

equal to AE, 34 feet, which is the same as DC; the distance of the 

tree from the buiding. Construct th8 angles EAB and CAE. Angle EAB 

is equal to 30 degrees and angl e CAE is equal to 40 degrees. At 
2 E erect a perpendicular with a protractor. Extend this perpendicular 

until it cuts the linea AB and AC. This point C will represent the 

foot of' the tree. Then CB, 53.6 reet, ie the height of the tree~ 

The figure is composed or two right triangles • 

. 1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 49, Sec. 180. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 11, Sec. 64. 

3. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 34, 8eo.142, Cor. 3. 
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Problem: 

To divide a given board into £our strips equal in width. 

A 

Given: a board AB. 

To divide the given board into four strips each equal to the 

others in width. 

Lay a meter stick or carpenterts square across the board, placing 

' the stick or square so that the edge of the board is at the pOint 

12 on the measuring stick and the point 24 is at the other edge of 

the board. Then mark the pOinte at the places marked 15, 18, and 

21 on the measuring standard. Place the measuring standard at 

some other point on the board and repeat the manipulation. 

Then draw straight lines1throUgh the pairs of pointe ~aken at the 

15, 18 and 21 pOints. 

These lines will divide the board into four equal strips2 

r __ ...... __ •• 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 8, Sec. 44 and Sec. 51. 

2. Wentworth, Pl8ne Geometry, Pgae 54, Prop. 38. 

Taken from School Science and Mathematics bp one of the stUdents. 
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Problem: 

To make a mitre box for the 30, 45, and 60 degree angles. 

/ 
/ 

/ 

Given: a mitre box. 

I 

/ 

, 
, 

I 

To sa w for the 3P, 45 and 60 degrees angle. 

To saw for the 45 degree angle. 

Mit to e. box . 

Layoff along one edge a distance CD equal to the ' width of the bOX, 

ED. Draw AC perpendicular to CD1at C and draw the lines AD and CE. 

The triangle CBD is a right triangle with a right angle at D, and 

since BD and CD are equal, the angles opposite, angles BCD and DBC, 

are equal~ The sum of the angles of a triangle is equal to 1803 

degrees and if abgle CDB 1s equal to 90 degrees the sum of the 

angles BCD and DBC is 904degrees and if they are equal, each i4 45 

degrees. In like manner the angles CAD and CDA are each equal to 

45 degrees. 

. ... ~ ............... 
1. Wentwcrth, Plane Geometry, Page 11, Sec. 64. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 36, Prop. XXII. 

3. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 32, Prop. XVIII. 

4. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 33, Sec. 135, Cor. s. 
Problem given to a student by a carpenter in town. 
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To saw for the 30 and 80 degree angles. 

Measure the width of the box AC. With a carpenter's square used as 

a diagonal twice as long as the width of the box and one end at 

A mark the other end at B. Then angle ABC is equal to 30 degrees~ 

If the leg of a right triangle is one half of the hypotenuse 

the angle that ie opposite that leg is 30 degrees. The other arm 

of the square extends in the direction AM at right angles to AB. 

The eum of the angles EAB, BAM and MAF 1s 180 degrees~ and if the 

sum of the angles EAB and BAM is 120 degrees the remaining angle 

MAF ie equal to 60 degrees. Angle EAB and angle ABC are equal~ 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 66, Ex. 22. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 32, Prop. XVIII. 

3. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 26, Prop. XII. 
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Problem: 

Two men with guns located at Band C along a counter Be 

have the position of their gun. marked. Each shoots and hits the 

target A. How may they determine most readily, which, if either, 

had the advantage? 

A 

3 0 3 

With a protractor measure the angle ABC and angle ACB. 

Angle ABC is found to be 37 degrees and angle ACB is found to be 

38 degrees. By drawing a triangle to scale it would be very easy 

to determine the distance of each from the target, and as the 

distance BC could be easily determined! An easier way is to measure 

only the angles, and then if two angles of a triangle are unequal, 

the sides opposite are unequal, and the greater side is opposite 
2 the greater angle. C had the advantage. 

------------------------------------------------------------.----~ ~--
1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 34, Prop. XX. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 41, Prop. XXVII. 
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Problem: 

Two boats on a still day started at the aame time from 

the same point on a lake. If the boats have the same rate of 

speed, and travel the same length of time, but in the beginning 

take different directions which will be the farther from some point 

on a north south line? 

B 

A SQut~ 

Let A represent the starting point, and Band C the points 

after sailing the same length of time at the same rate of speed. 

If AD represents the north south line how do the distances BD 

and CD compare~ What can be said about two triangles which have 

two sid~s equal, but the included angle of one greater than the 

included angle of the other? 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 42, Prop. XXVIII. 
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Problem: 

To find the distances between two inaccessible pOints, 

as the distance between two trees on opposite sides of the street 

without leaving the side.alk. 

I " 

/ 

r 
Given: the walk AB, and the trees M and N. 

To find distance MN. 

First measure on the side walk some known distance, 80 

feet, and with protraotor measure the angle that the line "AM 

makes with AB, and find its value, 60 degrees, and the angle that 

the walk makes with the line AN some known angle, as 26 degrees. 

Also with the protractor measure the angles ABM, 26 degrees, and 

angle ABN, equal tc: 62 degrees. 

Then layoff on paper a line AB ,80 Mm. long and at end A 

co~struct an angle of 60 degrees and ~ angle of 26 degrees, and 

at B construct an .angle equal to 62 degrees and. an angle equal to 

26 degrees. These two triangles determine two fixed pOints, where 
1 2 

their sides meet as M and N. MN is the distance required. 

Mea~urlng MN it is found to be 46 mm. and then we know that the 

distance between the two trees is 45 feet. 

------------------------------------------------------.--~~.~~~~~--
1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 34, Prop_ XX. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 8, Def. 50 to 53. 
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Problem: 

To erect a perpendicular ~lag sta~f on a roof when you have 

neither square or level, provided the roo~ is level. 

Suppose A is the point on the roof at which the staff is 

to be erected. Place the ~lag sta~f in position, and with the base 

of the staff as a centre and any convenient radius describe a 
1 circle. Then with any known distance, a given stick, place one end 

at some point in the circumference, and with another stick of the 

same length and one of its end points in the circumference bring the 

two free ends of the sticks to a position where ' they touch the 

flag staff. Then the flag staff will be perpendicular to the roof~ 

The points chosen must lie on the straight line that passes through 
~? 

the foot of the flag staff. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 75, Def. 216. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 19, Prop. V. 

Problem furnished by a student. 
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Problem: 

A telephone is set perpendieu~ar to the ground, and a wire 

1s fastened to it 18 feet fr6m~he ground and then to a stake 13 1/2 

feet from the foot of the pole, used as a guy wire. Show by drawing 

to scale, how long the wire; and what angle the wire makes with 

its projection on the ground. 

Draw a straight line AB 13 1/2 (1/2 cm,) long and at B1 

erect a perpendicular CB and measure on CB the distance 18 (1/2 cm,) 

Then draw AC. Measure AC and find it to be 22 (1/2 em.), hence 

the wire is 22 feet long~ Measuring the angle CAB with a protractor 

it 1s equal to 58 degrees. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 113, Prop. XXII. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Georr.etry, Page 34, Prop. XX. 

Problem suggested by a student. 
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Problem: 

The school house bu~ding is 48 feet wide and the roof has a 

rise of two feet to three measured horizontally. By drawing a plan 

to Bcale oonstruct the size of the angle at which the carpenters 

must cut the raftere. Also allowing 18 inches for the projection 

of the rafters at the eaves, compute the length of the rafters. 

I 
Draw a straight line OB to represent one ~alf of the top of 

the ceiling and draw AB perpendicular ,to OB at B using the protract

or. If B is the cntre of the bu~ding the perpendicular will go thron~ 

the ridge row of the house~ By drawing a straight line 3" long as 

XY and a perpendicular YZ at Y 2- long arid then connecting X and Z 

we have the angle ZXY, which measured with the protractor is 33 

degrees. Then by constructing on the figure an ' angle at C equal to 

33 degrees and extending CA to cut AB the length of the rafter CA 

is found to be 27.8 feet. Then adding the 18 inches, the length of 

the rafters is 29.3 feet. To find the angle to cut the rafter con-
2 

struct angle HKN equal to 33 degrees. Then angle JKM equals 33 de-
3 grees and angle KJI is equal to 57 degrees, the angle required. 

1. 1entworth, Plane Geometry, Page 37, Cor. 2, Sec. 149. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 18, Prop. IV. 

3. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 29, Prop. XVI. 

Problem ~rnished by teacher. 
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Problem: 

Near Mound City a railroad embankment stands on a hori

zontal plane; and we desire to know the distance from a point in 

the plane to the top of the embankment. 

Select a point C at the foot of the embankment lying in the 

same vertical plane as A and B, and measure the d1sttmces AC and CB 

and the angle BAC. By measurement find BC equal to 36 feet and AC 

equal tot '32 1/2 feet and angle ACB on protractor is 141 degrees. 

Construct straight line AC 32 1/2 mm. long and with protractor 

construot angle ACB, 141 degrees. Draw BC = 38 mm. AB measures 

85 1/2 Mm. making the distance AB equal to 65 1/2 feet~ 

1. wentworth; Plane Geometry, Page 35, Prop. XXI. 
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Problem: 

To layout a straight line when aome insurpassable object 

intervenes. 

Sch o~ t 
HOLtsE". 

JJ -----_-=-.1-- A , ~----------------~----F 
Suppose A to be the school house and BeEF the straight line 

1 to be determined. At point C construct angle 1 = 80 degrees and 

layoff DC any convenient distance, at least long enough to see 

beyond the buiding, and at Dconatruct angle 3 = SO degrees and 

draw DE = DC and at E construct angle 2 = SO degrees, and draw EF. 

Then BeEF is a straight 1ine~ and CE = DC or DE~ Distance from B 

to F is Be plus CD or (DE) plus EF. 

- . --- . 
1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 115~ Ex. 135. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 8, Sec. 46. 

3. Went.orth, Plane Geometry, Page 3S, Prop. XXII. 

Plane Geometry, Page 37, Prop. XXIII. 

Plane Geometry, Page 37, Art. 148, Cor. 1. 

Plane Geometry, Page 40, Ex. 9. 
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Problem: 

Two forces act upon a body at right angles, one with an 

intensity of 20 pounds and the otherwith an intensity of 12 

pounds. Show by drawing to scale the direction and the intensity 

of the resultant. 

Let AB be 5 em. (1 cm, = 4#) and AC be 3 cm. Draw AC 

perpendicular to AB. Complete parallelogram ACDBt and draw 

diagonal AD; measuring we f~~d AD equal to 5 5/6 em~ Then the 

resultant will be 23 1/2 pounds. Proof verified by using the 

dynanometers. The direction is deter~ined by the angle between 

one of the forces and the resultant, which can be measured with 

the protractor, and is found to be 29 1/2 degrees. See angle 1. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 47, Sec. 166. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 113, Prop. XXII. 
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Problem: 

In constructing a wall tent, with the height o~ the wall 

4 feet, to the ridge row 12 feet and the width of the tent 8 ~eet; 

What must be the dimensions of' the roo~ canvas and what must be the 

length ,of the side guy ropes? How much canvas will be required al

together barring allowance f'or seams; if length of the tent is 20 f'tl 

p~~--------~------------~ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

'1,
E 

BE '= 1/2 BM! ' £-

CE squared plus BE equared = DC squared, (4 squared plus 8 squared 

= 8.9 squared)~ 

Dimensions of roof canvas must be 20 feet by 8.9 feet for each side 

or 2 pieces 20'x8.9' for both sides. CE:BC = CD:ACr (8:12 ~ 8.9:13.3 : 

or length of' side guy rope is 13.3 feet. 

To find amount of canvas: 

Roof = 2 pieces 20'x 8.9'x 1 square foot = 358 square f'eet1" 

Sides and ends = perimeter x height = 56 feetx4'xl square f'oot. 

equals 2244square feet. Area of ' gable BCM is 1/2 BMxCE or 8 t /2x 

8'x1 square f'oot = EW5square feet and two ends = 84 square feet. 

Total canvas 644 square feet. Approx. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 37, Art. 149, Cor. 2. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 162, Prop. XXVIII. 

3. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 153, Prop. XXI. 

4. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 187, Prop. III. 

5. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Pa.ge 189, Prop. v. 
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Problem: 

Pirates buried treasure 75 ~eet from a certain tree, and 

100 ~eet ~rom a straight path which passed the tree at a short 

distance. Show how to locate the treasure • 
. . 

I~ the treasure is 75 ~eet ~rom a certain tree, it must 
. 1 
lie on the circumference of a cil'.cle whose radius is 75 feet. If 

100 feet from a path it must l~e on a line parallel to the path 

at a distance of 100 feet~ There are two, one or no solutions 

depending upon whether the circumference cuts the straight line 

in two points, or whether it is tangent to it or whether it lies 

entirely outside of its field. 

This a good problem in loci. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 75, Art. 216. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 24, Art. 103. 
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Problem: 

A straight railway passes two miles ~rom a town. A place 

is four miles from town and one mile ~rom the railway. To find by 

construction the places that answer this description. 

Let A represent the town. With center A and a radius to 

represent AB; four miles in length desoribe a circle. Points must 
1 be on the circ~erenoe. Construct perpendicular DE to the line 

AB, biseoting at C. Let DE represent the railroad. Draw parallels 

to DE on either side, at a distance rrom DE equal to one half AC, 

one mile~ Let these parallels cut the circle's circumference in 

the pOints R, S, T and U. Then anyone of these points will satis

fy the given condition. Therefore there are four solutionB~ 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 75, Art. 216. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 24, Art. 103. 

3. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 44, Art. 158. 

Problem takeft rrom the text. 
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Problem: 

In laying out a 'turnout' or a switch, on a railroad track, 

a 'frog' is used at the intersection of the two rails to allow the 

flanges of the wheels moving on one rail to cross the other rail. 

The angle of the frog that must be selected for any place depends 

upon the control angle of the curve of the two tracks. If one track 

is straight and the other curved, prove that the angle F of the frog 

equals central angle C. 
0;JG0J§J 

Given: Straight track AB and curved track OD. 

To prove, angle C equals angle F. Ddaw OK perpendicular to AB, and 
1 

OM perpendioular to tangent at M. Then angle F equals angle x. 
Angle X is measured by 1/2 arc AM~ 00 is perpendicular to AB. Radius 

is perpendicular to tangent at point of contact. Therefore arc AK 

and arc MK equal 1/2 arc AM, Radius perpendicular to a chord bisects 

the subtended arc. Therefore angle X is measured by arc MR. But 

angle 0 is measured by arcKM~ Therefore angle X equals angle C, 

measured by the same arc. Therefore angle F equals angle C. 

Magnitudes equal to equal magnitudes are equal. 

'I. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 18, Prop. 4. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 105, Prop. XIX. 

3. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 102, Art. 288. 
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Problem: 

To ~ind the number of ~eet that the Grammar School building; 

and the number of feet that the High School building are above Bea 

level, also the angle of elevation of the High School from the 

Grammar School. State Street is 825 feet above sea level. 

a carpebter's level and measuring bar the various 

heights of successive points were established. The level is set with 

the bar of the eigths over the point that you are leveling from, and 

the instrument is in level. Find the height of the sighting bar with 

the bar. Put down the height as measured on your measuring bar as the 

first reading. Next at some convenient distance Bet the measuring 

bar and sighting through the level move the sighting bar up or down 

on the measuring rod until it is on a level with the level. The 

height of the sliding bar on the measuring bar 1s the second reading. 

The differenceadddtd to the original he'4:ght gives the elevation of 

the point. If a second reading is less than your difference is nega

tive and must be subtracted from the previous reading or elevation. 

Comtiue the process. 

Following is a table of the level readings fromState street 

to the Grammar School: 

After the nineteenth reading the elevations ooncern the High 

School. 
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Stations ... Height of level. H .:.. igbt of rod. 

1 4' 4 3/4" l' 8" 

2 4' 4 1/2" l' 4 1/2" 

3 4' 5 1/8" 4 5/8" 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

IS 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

4' 3 1/2" 

4' 4 3/4·" 

4' 4" 

4' 4 1/2" 

4' 4 3/4" 

4' 4 3/8" 

4' 4 1/4" 

4' 5 3/8" 

4' 4 1/4" 

4' 5 3/S" 

4' 5 5/8" 

4' 3 3/4" 

4' 4 3/8" 

4' 5 1/2" 

4' 4 1/4" 

4' 5 1/4" 

4' 4 1/2" 

3' 11 3/4" 

4' 5 3/8" 

4' 6" 

5' 6 1/4 

4' 5 7/16" 

4' 4 1/8" 

4' 2 7/8" 

4' 5 3/16" 

4' 6 3/8" 

2 l/S" 

1" 

1" 

1" 

1" 

Itt 

1" 

3' 1 1/8" 

4' 6 5/8" 

l' 10 11/16" 

4 1/16" 

2 5/8" 

4 3/S" 

8 15/16" 

5 l/S" 

8 5/S" 

8 1/4" 

8 3/4" 

5 7/8" 

10" 

6 7/8" 

8 11/16" 

Difference. 

2' 7 3/4" 

4' 1/2" 

4' 1 3/8" 

4' 4 3/4" 

4' 3 1/2" 

4' 2 3/4" 

4' 3 3/8" 

4' 3 1/4" 

4' 4 3/8" 

4' 3 1/4'" 

4' 4 3/8" 

l' 4 3/4" 

- 3 3/8" 

3' 5 11/16" 

4' 1 1/16" 

4' 1 5/8" 

4' 7/8" 

3' 8 9/16" 

l' 3 3/4" 

4' 1/4" 

:3' 9 3/6" 

4' 10" 

3' 8 11/16" 

3' 10 1/4" 

3' .°4 7/8" 

3' 10 5/16" 

3' 9 11/16" 

Elevation. 

827' 3/4" 

830' 7 3/4" 

834' 8 1/4" 

838' 9 5/8" 

843' 1 3/8" 

847' 4 3/8" 

851' 7 7/8" 

855' 8 5/8" 

859' 9" 

864' 1/4" 

868' 4 5/8" 

872' 7 7/8" 

877' 3/8 tt
' 

678' 5 1/8" 

878' 1 3/4" 

681' 7 7/16~ 

885' 8 7/8" 

8S9' 10 1/8" 

893' Itt 

896' e 9/16" 

897' 11" 
I 

901' 11 7/16~ 
I 
I 

905' 8 13/ 16~ 
I 

910' 6 °lB/16 1f 

914' 3 1/2" 

918' 1 3/4" 

921' 6 5/S" 

925' 8 5/16" 

929' 6!;. 





30 

31 

3' 7" 

4' 2" 

67 

2' 2" l' 5" 

l' 7 3/8" 

930' 11" 

932' 6 3/8" 

At the reading of the 19" station we have the elevation of 

the Grammar School to be 893' 1" and at the close we have the eleva

tion of the High School to be 932' 6 3/8". 

Lines AB, CD, and EF are parallel~ their alternate interior 

angles being equal~ A plumb line was used to get the level exactly 

over the point at which the preceding reading was taken. 

1. Went.orth, Plane Geometry, Page 24, Prop. X. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 26, Prop. XII. 
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Problem: 

To draw easement of _cornice tangent to rake cornice BC at 

B and passing through A. (Data taken from local bu~ing, Dr. JeSBG 

Scott's bungalow Mound City, Missouri). 
~~F 
~ 
~~ e 

\ , , ' 
\ , 

I \ I I 

Draw BD perpendicular to BC and draw AB chord to arc AEB. 
I \ \ \ 

Draw Ef perpendicular bisect~r\ of AB, meeting BD at O. With 0 as a 
I I \ 

centre and OB as a rad1us draw an arc. This arc passes through ~e 
I 

point A and is tangent to Be at B ~ 0 is equidistant from A and B! 

All points in perpendicular bisector of a line are equidistant ~rom 

its extremities. 

Th~refore, the arc with centre 0 and radius OB passes 

through A~ Since BD 1s perpendicular to BC, Be is tangebt to arc 

AB at B~ A line perpendicular to a radius at the point of tangency, 

the extremity of the radius 1s the tangent to the circle at that 

pOint. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 45, Prop. 30. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 75, Art. 216. 

3. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 86, Prop. IX. 
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Problem: 

To construct a pattern for a uniform motion cam with a 

throw of 14 mm. and a maximum radius of 24 rom. A cam is a wheel 

having its axis of revolutipn out of its centre of figure. This 

problem based upon the cam of a sewing mavhine. 

Given: OB = 24 mm. the radius. 

AB = 14 nun. the throw. 

To construct curve AMNXYZGH. 

On BY take OB equal WRmm. and AO equal 10 mm. (OB minus AB) 
1 At point 0 draw GN perpendicular to BY and bisecting the angles. 

2 
Then divide AB up inyo equal parts. Through AKRS draw circles 

with 0 as a centre. The circles will be concentric. Begin at A 

mark the pOints where the consecutive concentric circles and the 

consecutive rays that bisect the angles intersect, and through these 

points draw a smooth curve. This curve will be a solution to the 

problem. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 115, Prop. llV. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 114, Prop. XXIII. 

Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 117, Prop. XXVIII. 
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Problem: T 

To layout a curve 

Given: angle TMN. Also the railroad AR and CRY. 

Let the chords N~, NX, XY, YZ, ZR, RS and SU each be 100 feet. 

To layoff these chords suppose the continuat :on o~ the railroad 

RRV to AT would be a tangent to the curve o~ the railroad. Then 

angle TMN is laid o~~ ~rom the tangent MT, and 100 feet is measured 

on lime MN thus locating point N, then angle NMX is laid o~~ and arc 

with centre at N and radius with 100 feet is made to intersect MX, 

thus fixing point X. In the same way each successive point is 

found by laying of~ the proper angle and finding the intersection 

o~ its side with radius arc when the radius is 100 feet, whose 

centre is the stake last eet. Since the curve is to be the arc of 

a circle, the angles TMN, NMX, XMY, YMZ, successive angles are all 

equal. Each angle is an inscribed angle, hence measured by one half 

of its arc; and each ie equal to one half of the central angle MOX, 

MOY, YOZ and successive angles for central angles measured by 
2 

Bubtended equal chords are equal, and these chords were each one 

hundred feet. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 102, Prop. X~rd. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 80, Prop. III. 

Problem takenfrom School Science and Mathematios. May, 1909. 
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Problem: 

In the railroad problem show that the sum of the 'deflec

tion angles' TMN, NMX, XMY, and succeeding angles equals one half 

of the 'intersection angle' ATe, the angle between the tangents 

at the ends of the road curve. Show that the intersebtion angle 

equals the central angle subtended by the curve. For diagram see 

preceding problem. 

1 2 
MT equals TU.,OM equals OU., Then OT is the perpendicular 

3 bisector of MO., In triangles OMP and MTP; MP = MP, common; angle 
4 5 MPO equals angle MPT. Angle MOU is meaaured by arc MYU, and angle 

MGY~ one half of MOU, is measured by one half arc MYU~.But angle 

TMP is measured by one half arc MYU. Therefore angle TMP equals 

angle MOP, meaeured by one half the same arc. Therefore triangles 

OMP and MTP are equal~ Therefore OM = MT; also au = fU, Therefore 
a 

angle MTO = angle MOT; also in like manner angle UTa equal angle 

UOT~ Therefore angle MTO plus angle OTU equal angle MOT plus 
10 angle TaU. Q. E. D. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry Page 89, Prop. XII. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 75, Art. 217. 

3. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 45, Prop. XXX. 

4. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 15, Art. 82. Cor. 1. 

5. Wentworth, . Plane Geometry, Page 102, Art • 288. 

8. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 82, Prop. v. 
7. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 105, Prop. XIX. 

8. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 34, Art. 142, Cor, 3. 

9. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 31, Art, 128. 

10.Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 6, Art. 34, Ax. 2. 
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Problem: 

To draw the connecting curve, such as the line of the 

front of a building, of established radius 60 feet, or turn of 

street between 6" and 7" streets in front of the Mound City 

High ,School buUding. 

E 

Given: the streets AB, Be and BD. To find l~ne of front of building 

of 60 foot radius. Bisect the angle DBclwit~~line BE. Erect per~endi 1 
ular A~ to BC2and layoff distance equal to SO feet, and at 

Y draw MN perpendicular to XY at Y. The point of intersection of 

MN and BE will be the c.entre of the circle, that will be tangent 

to the str'eets, with radius 60 feet. This meets the requirements 

60 feet from the streets and also equal distant from each street. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 46, Prop. XXXI. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 112, Prop. XXI. 
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Problem: 

Given a fragment of a waDer wheel. Construot a new wheel 

of its size. DC was found by measurement to be 4' and AO to be 

1'. Compute the diameter. 

A 

Given segment of water wheel, or water tank, to find the diameter. 

Let ADC be the segment, to find the diameter AE. 

Layoff a chord DC equal to 4' and at its mid point erect 

perpendioular AD equal to onet foot. Draw AD. At D draw DE perpen

dicular to AD~ Then AE will be the diameter. 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 113, Prop. XXII. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 102, Prop. XVII, 

Page 103, Sec. 290, Cor 1. , 
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Problem: 

Having given the radius, 4.8 feet of a circular cinder pit, 

whose bottom is spherical ona radius of 8 feet. To find how high 

the centre of the pit is above the outside edge. 

~~~~~ 
I / 

See preceding problem. aef. 2. / 
I 

/ 
Also: / 

/ 

BD = 4.8' / I 

OD = 8' v6 

Then OB is equal to the square root of the square of OD minus 

the square of ED. 

OB2= 8 2_ 4.62 1 

OB = 6.4' 

Then AB = AO - OB. 

Or AB = 8' - 6.4' or 1.S' 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 194, Prop. X. 

2. Wee the preceding problem. 

This problem ~rn1shed by the Principal of the Grarrmar School. 
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Problem: 

In making an Indian Club, pieces or Holly are glued to the 

faces or a square piece or maple. This is turned up in a lathe, 

the Holly producing oblong, oval light spots on the sur-f'ace of the 

club. The thickness of the maple is three inches. I n order to get 

a club in which these oval spots just touch at the greatest thick

DeBS of the club; how thick must the piece of' Holly be taken? 

M 

Given: cross section AEcn of' an Indian club wibh CD or AD equal to 

3 inches. 

To f'ind OM. 

OC and OX equal I 1/2" 
2 2 2 1 Then XC = gC plus OX. 

Xc2= 9/4 plus 9/4 = 4 1/2. 

XC = 3/2 times the square root of' 2. 

But XM = XC = 3/2 times the square root of' 2 2 

OM = X¥ - OX. 

OM = 3/2 times the square root of 2 minua I 1/2 = 3/202 - 1) 3 

1. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 162, Prop. XXVIII. 

2. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 75, Det. 217. 

3. Wentworth, Plane Geometry, Page 6, Sec. 34, Ax. 9. 
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This chapter presents types of the problems that were 

used in the course. The strictly computational problem has been 

omitted intentionally. That type of problem is so mumerous both 

in arithmetical and algebraic work that it is not necessary to 

stress it here. There was, howe~ver some work done in mensura

tional geometry. These problems are principally demonstrational 

or constructional. Not all the problems presented in the cou*se 

are given in the paper. Many elementarY problems are omitted 

because they employ the same principles in the proof or are 

somewhat similar in idea. 

The problems are taken from the experience of the 

teacher and student, together with problems that were found in 

books and magazines. The stUdent's problem was emphasized. 

The students were encour:aged to make problems and to do so 

incidentally. The problems are in a measure stated as the 

student found the problem. The proofs are in a large measure the 

proof presented by the student. No problems appear on some of the 

books of the plane geometry, but similar work was done. It 

would be impossible to incorporate all of the problems used, 

as different students worked out different problems. Because 

we are not able to enclose all of the problems the preceding 

ones are selected as types. The strong student was able to do 

on an average more 'than one problem a day in addition to 

looking up the principles. The average student could about do one 

problem a day. It being understood that often many exercises 

growing out of the problem were required. By one problem a 4ay 

is meant one line of thought. 

The next chapter will offer a discussion on the work, 

as results of the method appeared in the Mound City High School. 
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Chapter III. 

A brief discussion of the 

work aa oarried out in a class 

in Mound City, Missouri, High 

School. The work had for a basis 

the aeries of practical problems, 

o~ which types are presented in 

chapter II. 
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The bases of geometry are statements, assumptions, 

definitions, and theorems. To this we add our empirical knowl

edge of facts and mathematical data previously gained. Axioms, 

definitions and theorems are understood only in the experiences 

and possible development of the stUdent. Each stUdent's equipment, 

at the approach to geometry, is materially different. Therefore 

statements in geometry must be very definite, that is, mean 

something to the individual who expects to use them. 

"Again, geometry must not be isolated from other branches 

of. mathematics, as if it were something quite apart and different 

in kind; each must be taught with due regard to the whole, giving 

to, and reoeiving from the others. It is one of the advantages 

of the proposed system that artificial barriers between the parts 

will to a large extent be removed~" Realizing that most fields of 

knowledge, and mathematios in particular, are an outgrowth of 

experience, and that the mathematical principles as taught in 

the ordina~y High School must be applied before their use is evi

dent to the average individual, the work as outlined in the pre

oeding chapter was planned and oarried out in the tenth grade 

geometry class in the Mound City, Missouri, High School during 

the ' sohool year 1909-1910. 

The work as outlined is expeoted to show only types that 

are characteristic of the work done. Not all of the problems that 

were given or that were developed are shown. These problems were 

not given as they could have been to more advanced or more mature 

students or as might have been given to any other class. The work 

1. Harrison, Praotioal Plane and Solid Geometry, Page 6. 
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is an attempt to meet the interpretation or existing conditions 

and existing material. other looalities present other material, 

both in mental development and problem material that is accessible 

to the student body_ The problems do not include all of the facts, 

but set forth the type of ideas worked out by the class. The 

purpose has been to show what might be done with a geometry class 

of tenth grade students in the public High School in order to get 

the highest development of each individual student, practically 

and culturally. The important thing is not whether the student has 

learned all the facts connected with the subject matter, but 

whether he has learned to select and organize the facts with which 

he has dealt into a form convenient for use. 

The field of real problems may be divided into mensu

rational, demonstrational or requiring a discussion, and construct

ional or requiring a construction. The first field, mensurational, 

is such an easy one and so rull of real problems in measurement 

as found in arithmetic and algebra, that it was thought advisable 

to emphasize the other two fields, demonstrational and construction-

ale 

Believing thoroughly that this plan will develop accuracy 

in conception; accuracy in expression ; and accuracy in manipu

lation, the following discussion i 6 offered. 

Bearing in mind that geometry had its birth in empirical 

knowledge as developed by the Egyptians and Babylonians, and 

later brought to its present logical, theoretical form by the 

mature thinking of philosophical Greeks, an attempt has been made 

to precede the mature ideas as presented by the text, by the 

experimental knowledge that may be gained in the practical problems 

of life. 
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The work then necessarily began with the simplest fact 

that had already been made the property qf each student. No time 

was wasved in attempting to define terms, the meaning of which 

were already clearer than any definition could make it. Since the 

definition of a straight line in books is confusing and the 

student's idea is clear, there is no need to confuse the student 

by taking out his conception and planting another. Nor is it well 

to accept the definition of "axiom as a truth assumed as selr

evident~ as the same truth is not self-evident to all minds, and 

some of these "self-evident" truths are not true absolutely. The 

concrete idea is possible. Fold paper, and you realize a straight 

line or angle. A walk gives opportunity for the observance of 

straight lines, the boundary of the school lot; the walks of 

parallel lines, the angles of the lot, rigbt angles and various 

other ideas. This was followed by a drawing to scale, using co

ordinate paper, of the school house and school lot; a determining 

of the ratio of lengths by use of diagonal scale and dividers 

gave the correct conception, taught observation, developed an inter

est and applied the truth in a usable way. In addition the student 

had not been discouraged by rigor or a confusion of unintelligible 

words. The balance was used for determining laws of area and 

squared paper for the same purpose. This gave each child his own 

axioms and definitions. 

Problems may be found easily in mechanical drawing, physics, 

in the questions of force and motion, strength of materials, 

structure of bridges and other buildings, as roof trusses, 

machinery in motion, of cutting and embanking and other engineer-

1. Phillips and Fisher, Elements of Geometry, Page 1. 
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ing problems. Graphical representation o~ statistics at once 

suggests itself. Economio and industrial problems may be graphical

ly plotted, as well as the location o~ a river by latitude and 

longitude. Under symmetry use oommon objeots as the oapital Latin 

letters or the snow crystal. One oan find problems in orystallog

raphy, botany, optics, surveying and domestio scienoe. The theorem 

o~ two triangles with two sides and the included angle, suggests 

method of braoing as used by bridge builders or o~ surveying in 

finding inaocessible distanoes. 

The oollection of problem material has been carried on 

by teaoher and pupil. If the plan is followed by any one, it should 

be followed only as a suggestive one. No plan is good ~ess the 

teacher employs his own individuality, and if the teacher's indi

viduality is poor the best plan may be a failure. The material was 

oolleoted in a : natural manner and in the ordinary affairs of life. 

In the work at home, in the laboratory, agrioultural and 

natural soience, in books read and other ways was our list added 

to. A current copy of the Sc~entlfic American, School Science and 

Mathematics, and similar magazines furnished a souroe of problem 

material. An excursion trip after school hours or on Saturday 

to a building in process of erection, a study of the blue print, 

and the examining of the data of the oity engineer gave many men-

surational problems. 
1 2 

Books as Osterhout's or King's furnished interesting materi-

al for the student interested in agriculture. In like manner books 

1. Osterhout, Experiment with Plante. 

2. King, Physics of Agriculture. 
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upon architecture, engineering, drawing, manual training and 

other subjects were found to -be a fertile source for suggestion. 

~e students were encouraged to find and formulate problem materi

al. At the beginning of the course a few excursions for observation 

were taken, to the flouring mill, cement block factory, brickyard, 

oil tanks, canning factory, department store, and other industries. 

A study of the drainage system of the Missouri River bottom, and 

an examination of the railroad track construction, an eoonomical 

plotting of garden and farm plots, as to drainage and to fencing 

convinced the student that problems were real things existing in 

the material world and mot merely in bo~ks. Atter a week or two 

of training of this kind, where material for geometr1, history 

and agrioultural classes were worked up, the student was led to 

discover problems for himself and in a short time many interesting 

problems of real worth to the student were suggested. As an 

example, a country boy, wanted a plan by which he could determine 

the point of division on an evener and also how to arrange the 

guy wires on his telephone line; another, who had -a tendency to 

constructive work wanted a plan by which he could make a release 

cam for a pump that he was making. Girls were interested in mural 

decoration, and wished to study with a view to economical and 

symmetrioal arrangement of their homes. 

When problem material furnished by the ' students was scarce 

the teacher supplied the needs or used the class period to 

develop problems. The student was urged to read books for suggest

ions, and types of problems and then to make a problem that 

would naturally grow out of his suggestion. The student was en

oouraged to select his material from that encountered in actual 

life. Book problems were discouraged - and if used at all for 
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problem material to be used only as a suggestive guide. Part of the 

material was found to be unsuited, but by experimentation it was 

readily d~term1ned what part of the material appealed to the needs, 

capacity and interest of the High School student. The problems in 

carpentry, masonry or surveying appealed to some and lacked inter

est to others. This differenoe is due to the inherent taste, 

former training and present environment. In order that the boy or 

girl may appreciate the fact that there is a problem he must know 

something about the material. If he could not appreciate the prob

lem, we attempted to interest him in the material leaving him to 

invent the problem rather than attempting an explanation of the 

'why' or 'wherefore , of the problem. The various oocupations; 

carpentry, manual training, laboratory, drawing, masonry, black

smithirg, navigation, newspaper and others present a varied list of 

problems that are based upon the principles of elementary geometry. 

Not all the problems found are adapted to all High Schools. 

Some of the problems are too complex, indefinite, or call tor 

material that oannot be readily obtained or assooiated with· the 

student's experiences - that is, the technical matter is beyond 

his knowledge and interests. One of the problems encountered in this 

plan is the elimination of this material, and the deciding of how 

much it may · be used in a non- technical High School. Sometimes 

problems overlap; and again the problems may not bridge the gap 

between one state of knowledge and a later state. It is diffioult 

to get a series of problems that follo. · .. in order of development. 

And again members of the class are wont to follow their own incli

nation and ~ind it diffioult to do intensive study upon problems 

that do not have, as they think, an immediate value to them. 

p-ter~( ~~ a tendenoy for the pseudo-pra.ctioal problem to oreep into 
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the wo'ri, due to the great amount of literature on popular 

meohanical constructions distributed at the present and to 

ignoranca of true knowledge. The limitations of the field can be 

lessened by anl wide awake teacher, who will tupply the proper 

literature for a guide, and correct directions for formulating 

real problems. 

The problem Bhould be short, simple and definite. It 

should be short because the ave.-ge High SChool student is not 

willing to 'spend several hours on some long tedious problem. 

It i8 neoessary that the problem Should be short as a student at 

this age is not expected to be able to hold many or diverse ideas 

in hie mind for a very great length of time. If the problem is 

not elementary, though one student may understand the situation, 

the others tail to get the idea, hence class demonstration is 

lost as tar as value to the class is concerned. This would keep 

the plan trom being economical and also at the same time destroy 

inter~st and dull the enthusiasm of even the brighter students. 

Although a problem 1s short and elementary it needs must be defi

nite or it leaves the student in a confused state, and prevents him 

trom organizing his knowledge. In addition to belng short, simple 

and definite it is necessary that it be economioal and worth while. 

Again the eXperience of the Ohild muat be kept in mind. A tenth 

grade student' is not mature enough to attaok a complex problem • 

. It the problem is not definite he 1s at a loss to know where to be

-gin his solution. -Any new knowledge offered to a child must be 

met by old ideas closely related to it, it it 1s to be well oompre-
1 

hended and appreciated.- "The healthy growth of the mind 18 just 

, 1. Mo MurrJ, The Method of the Reoitation, Page 81. 
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in proportion to the activity o~ thoughts on the study of outward 
1 

objects." 

The problem should be one in which the student can be made 

to feel an interest. Unless he does feel an interest in the task 

set, his work will be more or less mechanical, because he has 

n~ motive ~or working out the problem set for him, but if interestin~ 

the capacity broadens to meet the demand. 

The text in geometry adopted by the Board o~ Education 

in the Mound City Independent School District, Wentworth's 

Plane Geometry," was acoessible to each stUdent in the olass. In 

addition several copies of the current texts in geometry were 

put in the library and on the teacher's desk. Studen~s were encour

aged to look through these books and make a oomparative study o~ 

at least two of the books. This oomparative study, as a matter 

of fact, is limited by the age of the student, yet the proposi-

tiona growing out of parallel lines fUrnishes an easy oomparative 
. 2 study especially as shown in the adopted text and in Bush and Clarke, 

Geometry. It is necessary to have aocess to a text in order to 

have a source for defining terms that may arise, and also to 

give an evidence of stability to the work. Again it puUdown 

adverse critioism to the plan, and h~lps to oarry out the idea. 

The text should be used as a ready and repeated reference. 

Also after the idea that the problem teaohes has been developed 

the proposition bearing upon the problem should be disoussed, in 

order to give a chanoe for logical, theoretioal demonstration 

and organizatio,ri. As a type of what is meant see problem 

1. Emerson, Natural History of the Intelect, Page 12. 

2. Bush and Clarke, The Elements of Geometry. Pages 23 to 29 inc. 
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on page 44 in Chapter tIe After this problem had been thoroughly 

worked out together with other problems in which equal triangles 

were stressed, a ~rt study was given to the exposition of 

equal triangles as given in one or other of the texts. Not always 

did we use the adopted text, in fact probably no more so than any 

other except for definition and suggestion as to order of develop

ment and line of thought. This is necessary for economical reasons. 

It prevents oonfusion on account of indefiniteness, whioh is 

evident with students of this age. 

The students in a short time became actively interested, 

and found problems where before they had no thought that a real 

problem could exist. They soon came to use their tools of geometric

al principles as readily as one of the German students used hie 

German vooabulary and more naturally. 

After the teacher or student had discovered a problem he 

began to study the problem in the light of geometrio facts to see 

whether or not it was adapted to schoolroom use, and also to see 

if it was a special or general truth. As a type of the possible 

development of a problem the following conorete incident is given. 

Eaoh problem, beoause of its subject matter, called for a different 

treatment, but as a possibility of treatment, problem on page 45 

in Chapter II discussing the method of finding the width of the 

street without crossing the street was suggested by Mr. Alkire, 

one of the boys in the class, one morning, when we had a fifteen 

minute period devoted to finding problems. A similar problem had 

confronted his father a few days previously when he had desired 

to build a SWinging gate across a stream of water. Arter the 

problem had been suggested those that were interested in the 
\ 

problem or that bad no other work assigned went to work to find 
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a solution. Various methods weresuggeeted, one or which was to 

tie a weight to a string, throw weight across the street and pull 

the weight to the edge of the opposite walk, note the place where 

the string is held, pull in the string and then measure the string. 

This method was discarded ae suggestions often were because no geo

metrical principle supporting the method could be found and 

because it would not be feasible for great distances, nor for 

measuring heights, which in the meantime some one had suggested 

was a problem similar to the horizontal distance. One suggestion 

led to another until Mr. Ramsey suggested plotting a triangle 

with a distance along the walk and angles at the extremities, 

which was carried out, by constructing to scale a triangle and 

erecting a perpendioular from the vertex of the triangle which 

represented the position of the tree that stood on the opposite 

edge of the street. For the theoretical proof we then took up the 

problem of 'two triangles being equal if the two angles and included 

iside ott f.~one are eQ'l1:a1 to the two angles and included side of the 

other. After this the student was taught to get as general state

ment of his problem ae possible. Sometimes this idea was so new 

to the student iD that field that he found difficulty in getting 

a general formula. 

As an example of this diffivulty a constructive problem in 

surveying or engineering, while appealing to the ordinary boy 

sometimes lacked interest to the r irl, beoause she knew nothing about 

the p~oblem or its oondition or had any desire or interest in the 

knowing. She oould be easily interested by field excursion or 

by field experimentation, and by showing her that this at least 

added to her cultural knowledge if she had no praotical need. 

Or by showing her the relation of the problem to wall paper 
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design or the ide u. of interior decoration or . the arrangement 

of a home. Even if this did not arouse an interest, the engineer

ing material of the boys was more real and held out to her 

greater possibility in conception than the abstract e~igma found 

in the text. She had a chance to try and find out, she could meas

ure and verify. 

In the work no attempt was made to make the theoretical 

subservient to the practical but rather that the student could be 

led to see an association between his acquired knowledge and 

what he is gaining. In so doing the student is brought to realize 

that he is actually dOing some thine, and that the study is worth 

while. 

Some Problems that- cannot be Determined in one School 

Year in one SChool. 

1. Determining the field in which the problems are best suited to 

the interests and experiences of the student. 

No two classes in geometry in the same district will be 

composed of students with the same material knowledge, local 

Burroundings, interests or ambitions. This is probably more true 

for different towns. In various localities the curriculum is so 

arranged that certain branches of study precede others, thus 

ch~ging the material knowledge of the student, and again age 

and previous training is a vital factor. 

2. Whether interest and knowledge of the boys and girls relative 

. to the problem material are different and if so why. 

Some cities have separate High Schools for the boys and 

girls, consequently courses of study sre different. With the class 

in Mound City, the town is so small that the boy and girl in a 
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large measure enjoyed a oonmon interest and common knowledge 

of most of the activities in the tewn. 

3 How much supplementary explanation the teacher must give. 

In this class as little supplementary explanation 

as ' possible was given. In some schools this would have to be mod

ified owing to the arrangement of the course of study, and to the 

plan followed in teaohing arithmetic in the seventh and eighth 

grades, also amount of work in meohanioal drawing, and in general 

previous knowledge. 

4. Can the student stand the examinations. 

Many questions arise relative to the plan and many cannot 

be answered. One asked as often as any other, ·oan the student 

stand the examinations?", is best answered by the result obtained 

by the class. The Sophomore class in the High School was divided 

according to their seats in the study hall, one following the 

plan outlined in Chapter II the other following the text in the 

usual manner. In this division there could be no evident differ

ence in the eqUipment of the stUdents. The two classes were held 

in the same building but under different teachers. The average 

standing of the two classes upon work in the text did not differ 

materially, while on an examination of interpretation the 

former class was far ahead, averaging nearly twelve per cent 

above the other class and stating their ideas in a more definite 

and eoonomical manner. Results showed that the class not only 

had as much actual text material, but in addition~ working 

knowledge of their geometrioal prinoiples. 

5. Is it expedient. 
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The plan has been markedly successful. -A studentts 

ability to prove a proposition is no assurance that he knows it. 

The test is as to whether he knows it is whether he can use it."l 

The student learned to do. He saw a relation between li~e in school 

and -life outside of school. It is well to bear in mind that "From 

the standpoint of the child, the great waste in school comes from 

his inability to utilize, within the sohoo1, the experiences he 

gets outside, and to ap:p1y in da.i1y lii'e what he learns in sohool~" 

As to whether all olasses would arrive at this result is not 

possible to say with only one class. A different teacher, in a 

different locality, with a different student might get different 

results. 

"We should bear in mind that real progress should not be 

measured by the ground apparently covered, but rather by what the 

child actually gets in such a way as to make it his own. j Prob

ably nine tenths of the work learned in school is soon forgotten. 

Would it not be wiser to learn well the pa.rt of the text that is 

covered? The facts learned in school are not the most important 

feature of the work but it is the attitude of the mind, the habits 

of study, that the student forms, whioh are important. He is pre

pared then to go out into the world, not merely to remember what 

he learned in school, but to put into practice the habits which 

he has formed. The objection to this plan may be overcome by results. 

An educa.tional plan is better judged by its results under fair 

and suffioient trial than by any other standard. 

1. MoMurry, The Method of the Recitation, Page 160. 

·2. Dewey, Psyohology. 

3. Osgood, by Ha.rt, Soh. Soi. and Math. 1905. Teaoh. of Geom. P. 649 
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If the fundamental prinoiples of geometry are taught by 

praotioal methods, so that the knowledge aoquired may be real and 

usable, the subject becomes real and interesting. Faith is strength

ened by some conc~ete verifioation or test of the results, thought 

out, and on the other hand, measurements and experiments may often 

give the student the key to the demonstration or point out new 

possibilities. 

Some Detail Explanation of the Plan. 

Eaoh of the two olasses in geometry spent six months in 

the work. The adopted text was Wentworth's Plane Geometry, Revised. 

One of the classes followed rather carefully the text, covering 

completely the first rour books, with the exoeption of some of the 

exeroises on limits, and the original exeroises whioh were oarried 

out in part. The class that followed the plan of -Beal ~roblemA' 

had aocess to many texts and particularly the adopted text. It did 

not attempt to work all the exercises or to follow the general 

plan of the text, but rather to approach the problems along the 

lines of known and elementary ,aterial, no matter where found 
, 

in the text. The 01a8s in the text book devoted on aJaverage the 

same amount of time to preparation and reoitation work as nearly 

as could be determined. The 'Baal ~oblem' class worked out 

quite a number of the original exercises, finding them as a 

rule easier than the olass in the text book especially in the 

method of attaok in the solution. 

Chapter II 'gives only type problems. The better students 

handed in, neatly and oarefully worked out about one hundred and 

twenty problems, the average student about one hundred, while the 

student below the average worked as low as eighty. To say the 

student worked one hundred and twenty problems does not ' convey the 
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whole answer, because he often worked out several exercises 

covering different fields of knowledge, on the same problem as 

the problem on page 46 in Chapter II or on principles of symmetry. 

Results as given by exam~nations which are mentioned above 

show th~t the plan gave a greater grasp of the situation, a 

clearer interpretation of the problem and a more economdcal working 

basis. The exammnations were conducted jOintly by the two teachers 

and the results seemed to indicate that the real problem plan had 

given greater results in both the ability to think and to do. 

The plan has been of great interest to the teacher. The 

plan called for much work on the part of the teacher, as there 

was no collection of problems publishedlor no discussion of the 

plan to be found in literature. The students entered upon the 

work with much interest. One of the difficulties that presented 

itself at first was the adjustment of the work with other subjects 

so as not to permit the student to neglect his other subjects 
I 
I 

as he was wont to do. The Prinoipal of the High School and the patro~ 

of the district became interested in the problem and were a help 

to the sChool in furnishing problems and in establishing a 

closer relation to the activities of the student. 

MOT IVE. 

The Advantages of this Method. 

The students .ork with a fixed purpose. The geometrical 

problems growing out of individual experiences are work-

ad with an amount of interest not to say eagerness, which artifioi

al problems can never inspire. The problem becomes a vital ~estion 

to him because it is made up out of data b~sed upon his experienoes. 

1. A partial list has been published this year by School 

Soience and Mathematios, 1909 - 1910. 

I 
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It is real and he sees a need for the solution hence works for 

the end. This definite aim or problem causes the student to 

centre his attention on some main idea, and thus furnishes him 

a proper motive for active thinking. It makes him conscious of 

the course he is to pursue. He knows definitely what he is to 

accomplish. SA definite aim furnishes a motive for effort~a A 

good aim becomes a standard, both for the teacher and the student 

for judging the value of faots. When all are conscious of a fixed 

and definite aim, they have a standard by which they can determine 

whether o~ not a certain fact is worth their attention at that 

particular time. No attempt is made to cover all at the ground 

gi ven in the text, nor to stu;.:.y all the material in .the portion 

studied. Instead of beginn1ng at the first of the book and taking 

each lesson as it 1s given in the text, the student learns to 

seleot the material which he needs to rurnish him information 

on the problem, ·· which he has before him as is shown by problem 

on page 49 in Ohapter II. It makes the student study the method of 

select1on. ~ It is in this way that the student learns to take 

\Ihat at i'irst appears a v~ ildornoos of l.tnrelated. f e.ets ::;~nG. ol"gu.niz8 

them into a consistont body of knowlodge. The student is placed 

in a 81 tua tion so the. t ho 1 Q·)ks for the signlf1 CaDce of facts. 

The material and the method follow the laws of mental 
NATURAL 

METHOD. 
oondition as a result of growth, that is the stUdent 

not the subject matter is the centre of the educational 

process. Instead of giving the student some logical truths for 

future use, 1t makes geometry an instrument in the process of 

---------.. --.--.-----~ . . ... .. ... - -.......... __ ... __ .•. __ . __ ... _----_._ .. _-_ .... __ .. __ .. _ .. - ....... - .. ~ . ... .. .... ~ .--.-.-

1. McMurry, The Method of the Recitation, Page 113. 
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living in the present, thus giving a more useful instrument or 

tool ~or ~uture leverage. The s tudent gets the viewpoint o~ the 

people who developed the science. He can be made to ~eel an inter

est in his work. The student as the business man, is more inter

ested in his work when he has some de~inite purpose in view. If 

the student is confronted by a definite problem he is led to 

feel an interest in the facts o~ history, because they are the 

means by which he is able to study the problem before him, The 

systematic application o~ the psyohological faotor 'suggestion' 

strenghhened the interest and ~e desire to know, thus making the 

work easier for both teacher and student. 

This method is an aid to real correlation,_ and helps in 
UNITY. 

uni~ying the stUdent's mathematical knowledge and activ-

ity, and helps to solve the question of relatives values in 

school principles. Problems that have no value in actual life 

either in fact or principle can be omitted or placed in their 

relative position with regard to other material. The student 

learns to actually use his mathematics. He correlates arithmetic, 

algebra, geometry, physics, machanics amd empirical knowledge 

in a way that convinces him that there may be a re~ation between 

school life and life outside of school. The rigor of the solutions 

is in no way lessened, ~or a student has not proved a problem 

nor understood it until he has assimilated the facts concerning it. 

UTILITY. 
The practical utility gives a good basis for work. 

He does not have to wait ~or an oppo : tunity to apply 

hie principles and facts. He has already tried the problem. 
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This method develops observation, skill in discrimi

nation, skill in making inferences, in~ivldual initia

tive, and capacity to get the cor~ect idea or conception 

of axioms and definitions, in such a manner as to make them usable. 

It also tests the student's ability to recognize the theorem in 

different relations. 

Disadvantages of the Method. 

ORGANIZATION. One of the decided dieadaantages is the the fact tha~ 

the problems overlap each other in material, thus 

destroying an economic principle unless used with extreme care. 

Since the idea is new there is no compiled data or 
MATERIAL. 

or material thus tIle teacher has to collect and organize 

his material. This difficulty would soon remove itself if the 

plan was followed for a few years or by several teachers. The 

fact that the material has not been collected necessitates 

a reconstructed environment in the school which must be brought 

about in a careful way so as not to destroy other valuable 

features connected with the other courses offered in the school. 

The experiences of the students and the teachers 
METHOD. 

are so widely different, and the experiences of the 

individual stUdents differ eo much that it is difficult to follow 

class teaching. The plan unless watched becomes an individual one. 

Under the experience of the teacher might be grouped the following: 

1. Teachers are not eff"lcient; are not acquainted with object 

matter nor with the subject matter, that is do not know how to 

formulate problems and arrange same according to ability of stu

dent. 

2 •. Lack of familiarity on part of the teacher of previous 

training of student in method and subject matter. 
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3. Lack of observamce on the part of the teacher of the inter-

ests of the students. 

4. Lack of interest, on part of teacher in the subject. 

5. Lack of strong personality in the teacher. 

6. Conservative community. 

7. Superintendent may object, if text is not completed. 

8. Patrons may object. 

-In this discussion of the teaching of geometry, the belief 

has been emphasized that geometry should be taught not as a collec

tion of settled facts to be learned, even though the facts of geome

try that are taken up in a first course have in the main been set

tled for Ihousands of years, but as a set of phenomena to be inves

tigated scientifically. Geometry is a living and growing sciencej 

if it is taught so that the pupil himself makes some discoveries, 

he will feel this life; to make discoveries he nnet ask questions, 

he must scrutinize the various possibilities of the topic. 

Questions may be raised that are too diffioult for an elementary 

course, or that open the door for some little aocount by the 

teaoher of work in geometry, ancient and modern, beyond the scope 

of the course. The student will then come to the end of the course 

in geometry with possibilities of study unexhausted, perhaps with 

some problems still unsolved, and with hearsay knowledge of 

important lines of geometric study different from those he has 

followed. He will not regard geometry as a cast iron subject 

whose sum total is recorded in the book he has studied, but as 

a large and growing field of which he knows a part; and he should 

look forward with pleasure to obtaining a deeper and more critical 

insight into the part that he has already studied, as well as to 
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extend his knowledge to other parts of the subject. This antici-

pation would be appropriately met by suitable courses in element-
1 

ary geometry in the earlier collegiate years." 

J. c..T • VI. A. Young, The Teaching of' Mathematics, Page 287. 
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